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ABSTRACT 
 
All digital natural images are polluted by some kind of noise. How to remove 
this noise has always been studied in image processing field. This project is a 
research on de-noising algorithms for one kind of noise, Poisson noise. There 
are two principal methods, but this work is focused on the one which uses 
variance stabilization transforms which transforms Poisson distributions into 
Gaussian ones. Different transforms and Gaussian filters are presented and 
their effectiveness is studied. Finally, the most optimal solution is found, 
which already exists in the literature, and is implemented in real Poisson 
noised images. 
 
 
 
所有的自然数字图像都会受到某种噪声的污染。如何去除这些噪声一直是图像处理研究领域

的难题，本课题研究关于其中的一类噪声，即泊松噪声的去除算法。泊松噪声的去除主要有

两种方法，这项工作集中在用方差稳定变换的方法，即将泊松分布转化为高斯分布再处理。

我们使用不同的变换和不同的高斯滤波器，对它们的有效性进行了研究。最后，在文献中已

提出的各种方法中，我们找出了最优的方法，并在真正的泊松噪声图像上加以实现。 
 
 
 
En tota imatge natural i digital hi trobem soroll associat. En el món del 
processat d’imatges sempre s’ha estudiat com poder eliminar o reduir aquest 
soroll. Aquest projecte és una recerca sobre com filtrar un tipus específic de 
soroll, el soroll Poisson. Hi ha dues metodologies principals, però aquest 
treball està enfocat en la que es basa en les transformades d’estabilització de la 
variança, les quals transformen distribucions poissonianes en gaussianes. Es 
presenten diferents transformades i diferents filtres gaussians i se’n comprova 
l’efectivitat. Finalment es troba la solució més adequada, ja existent en la 
literatura i s’implementa en imatges reals que contenen soroll Poisson. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
 
Image processing is always suitable to improve the quality of digital images. 
Noise is an unsuitable signal that pollutes images and how to remove it has 
become an important field of study.  
 
The most common noise is the additive Gaussian white noise and the 
literature is rich on algorithms to de-noise it. But there are more kinds of noise, 
one of them follows Poisson distribution and is called Poisson noise. It is 
typical of astronomic and bio-medical images where the light intensity is very 
low. 
 
There are two methodologies to de-noise Poisson noise: one is based on 
frequency filters contemplating Poisson statistics and the other one is based 
on variance stabilization transforms that allow using the well studied 
Gaussian de-noising algorithms. This project is a research on Poisson 
de-noising and is focused on this second methodology. 
 
The work is organized in two parts: in the first one it introduces the noise and 
different kinds of methods for Poisson de-noising, then, explains the variance 
stabilization transforms and the Gaussian filters that will be implemented in 
the experiences of the second part. This second part consists of various 
experimentations; first comparing the mostly used Gaussian filters, then 
comparing some variance stabilization transforms, finally, implementing the 
best option of both experiences on real Poisson noised images.
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1. 1st PART:     THEORY 
 

1.1. NOISE IN IMAGES 
 
Noise is an unsuitable signal or distortion that interferes  in the data of 
interest. When we want measure physical environment from an electrical 
environment we will always find this kind of undesired disturbances. They 
can be provided from measure acquisition systems or from the source 
environment. We can also find noise which is provided from the electrical 
environment, for example during data transmission. 
 
In the world of digital images the study of the noise has grown with the 
massive production of this kind of images over the world and over different 
fields of applications. Always an image improvement is suitable to extend 
their range of action. 
 
There are four kinds of basic noises that pollute digital images: speckle noise, 
impulse noise, Gaussian noise and Poisson noise. They have a very different 
behaviour and also very different origin, because of this they must be studied 
separately and different algorithms must be applied to remove each kind of 
noise. 
 
Next section will introduce and will show the differences between them. 
 
1.1.1. Speckle noise: 
 
This noise gives a grainy appearance to the images and reduces its contrast. It 
is particularly found in images from remote sensing systems utilizing 
coherent radiation, for example RADAR. This kind of systems emit radiation 
to the area of interest and then record the phase and sometimes the amplitude 
of the back-scattered radiation, this signal is sampled and converted into 
digital image. The speckle noise is caused by the interaction of the waves 
coming from the targets to the device. 
 
Remote sensing devices emit waves in a certain frequency such as radio 
frequency in the case of RADAR or visible or infrared frequency in the case of 
optical remote sensing devices. These waves travel with the same phase to the 
target area and then bounce off this target area, then the waves are not longer 
in the same phase because of the different distances. These returning waves 
can interact between them causing positive or destructive interferences 
altering the gray expected value of the corresponding pixel, this effect is 
called speckle noise. 
This noise is considered random multiplicative noise and it can be expressed 
as follows: 



jiji
n

ji nII ,
0
,, •=  

Where  is the resulting intensity of the pixel (i,j),  would be 
the “true” value of the intensity on that pixel and is the random noise 
perturbation . 

n
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0
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Figure 1: example of speckle noised Lena 256x256 image 

 
1.1.2. Impulse noise: 
 
Such a noise is provided from electrical environment and is usually caused by 
transmission error, digital conversion error, dead pixels... It may make pixel 
intensity abnormally fluctuate. It means that some pixels will present too 
much high or too much low intensity. The picture will look like somebody has 
thrown salt and pepper on it. That is why this noise is also called “salt & 
pepper noise”. Its expression can be shown as follows: 
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Where  is the intensity of the pixel (i,j),  is the original intensity of the 
pixel (not noised) and is the added noise intensity. 
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Figure 2: example of impulse noised Lena 256x256 image 

1.1.3. Gaussian noise: 
 
This kind of noise is the most common noise we can find in most of digital 
images. It can be originated from two different sources: from 
electrical/electronic environment or from physical environment. In the first 
case the distortion comes from thermal noise (Johnson-Nyquist noise). It 
means that the captor is not an “ideal” device and its nature adds some 
imperfections to the image. The light captors of the cameras are made of 
semi-conductors (usually Silicon). They are sensitive to light intensity and, 
depending on the value of it, they generate a certain voltage. According to 
this we can suppose that if there is no light, the captor will not generate any 
voltage, but due to the temperature some electrons of the semi-conductor are 
excited and produce random fluctuations in the voltage value. Because of the 
random fluctuations it is considered white noise. 
 
The second source, physical environment, causes fluctuations in the intensity 
value of the light. Light beams are not constant, the incoming intensity to the 
captors follows the probability density function of Gauss also called normal 
distribution and its expression can be shown as follows: 
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Figure 3: Gaussian distribution 
 
It is considered that the Gaussian noise in one pixel is independent from the 
others. Considering that we can write: 
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Where μ is the mathematical
expectation or the mean value, σ is the
standard deviation and σ2 is de
variance. 
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Where  is the resulting intensity of the pixel (i,j), , jiI  would be the “true” 
value of the intensity on that pixel and is the Gaussian noise 
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Figure 4: example of Gaussian noised Lena 256x256 image 

 
 
1.1.4. Poisson noise: 
 
This kind of noise is not found on all typical digital images, it is important on 
fields such as biology, medicine or astronomy where the light intensity is 
lower. This noise is due to the intrinsic discrete nature of the light which is a 
compound of particles carrying energy called photons. That is why this noise 
is also called “photonic noise” or “quantum noise”. 
 
The number of the arriving photons to the captor of the camera is related to 
the intensity of the light and the energy (frequency) carried by them is related 
to the colour. It has been observed that when the incoming photons to the 
captors are just a few  they do not follow the probability distribution 
described by Gauss function, but the Poisson distribution. It has been 
described as follows: 
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Figure 5: Poisson distribution 
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Where x is the number of occurrences
and λ is the mean value and also the
variance of the distribution.  

λ x

f(x,λ) 



 
It means that the observed occurrences fluctuate about its mean with standard 

deviation  λσ =  . 

 
In this case the noise is considered signal-dependent, so it must be treated in 
different way from Gaussian noise. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: example of Poisson noised      Figure 7: example of real Poisson noised  
Lena 256x256 image         image from confocal microscope 
 
 
 
 

1.2. POISSON DE-NOISING 
 
Since the beginning of digital images how to improve the quality, the clarity 
and the resolution of them have been the objectives of the professionals in this 
field. The technology improvements of the acquisition systems allow to have 
better results, but depending on the application, the price of these cameras 
can be too expensive or in other cases where the quality of the image is the 
most important factor those improvements could not be enough, so image 
processing and restoration is also needed. 
 
In the last section we have shown that many kinds of noise can pollute the 
images and severely affect their quality, so image de-noising has became one 
of the most important fields of study of the image processing. 
 
Most of the image de-noising methodologies are based on separate noise from 
the image, so noise characteristics and image characteristics must be modelled. 
The tendency is to consider that the image is smoother than the noise so the 
majority of the filters are based on a low pass filter. But image can be very 
different and to perform general filters modelling the noise become more 
important. 
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1.2.1. Noise model: 
 
The de-noising methods are firstly based on noise model; it means that the 
noise behaviour must be known and modelled. Gaussian noise is the most 
important noise found in images since the beginning. So the literature is rich 
in de-noising methods of the additive white Gaussian noise, but these 
algorithms applied to images with very low intensity don’t achieve optimal 
results. 
 
Professionals working in astronomy with telescopes or in medicine with 
emission tomography or in other fields such as biology with confocal 
microscopy have realized that when the light intensity is high it can be 
observed as a continuous magnitude and the small fluctuations of the 
intensity when it is arriving to the captors of the camera can be well modelled 
with a Gaussian probability distribution. But their images have very low 
intensity and in that case the light can not be observed as a continuous 
magnitude, its behaviour is discrete. That is because of the well known dual 
behaviour of the light; wave-corpuscle. Since 1905, when Einstein discovered 
the “photon”, quantum physics have studied this property of the light and, 
after 1924 when De Broglie generalized this dual behaviour as a universal law 
of the nature where all particles can have associated a wave longitude, this 
idea became totally accepted for the scientific community.  
 
So, taking pictures under very low intensity conditions makes corpuscle 
behaviour evident. The statistical function which best describes discrete 
occurrences under certain time period is Poisson distribution; which has been 
adopted to model the few incoming photons to the captors of the cameras. 
The deviation from the mathematical expectation value causes the 
degradation of the image, it means, the noise of the image. 
 
The particularity of the Poisson distribution is that the standard deviation is a 
function of the mean value or expectation value, which implicates that the 
noise is signal dependent and makes the restoration of the image a very 
difficult task. 
 
1.2.2. Poisson de-noising methods: 
 
In the task of de-noising Poisson, after noise is well known and modelled, 
there are two different ways to face the problem: 
 
- The first one is to consider directly Poisson distribution and develop 

complex algorithms to estimate the expectation value. 
 
- The second one approximates the Poisson distribution into Gaussian 

distribution applying variance stabilization methods, this permit to use the 
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well known Gaussian de-noising algorithms. 
 
For the first one we present a general review of the methods: 
 
- R-L algorithm: 
 

This algorithm was developed for W.H. Richardson and L. Lucy during 
the seventies and has been widely used for astrophysics and microscopes. 
It is a deconvolution method based on the iterative minimization of a 
non-quadratic log-likelihood function with multiplicative corrections. 
After a few iterations the algorithm yields highly noisy estimates. 

 
- R-L with edge preserving algorithm: 
 

In 2004 N. Dey et al. presented a combination of R-L algorithm with an 
edge preserving algorithm called Total Variation (TV). The last one was an 
important achievement in the field of the edge preserving algorithms, but 
was developed for Gaussian noise. An important drawback of R-L is that 
after some iteration it can amplify the noise. N. Dey et al avoided this 
sensitivity to noise with the help of regularization constraints provided by 
TV, leading to much improved results. 
 

- Total Variation adapted to Poisson: 
 

In 2005 Zhang and Froment adapted the TV algorithm to tomographyc 
images. 
 

- Wavelet thresholding: 
 

Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for recovering signals from noise and 
has achieved very good results for de-noising Poisson noise. The 
un-normalized Haar transform is one of the most appropriate for Poisson 
noise.  
 
In the case of Poisson noise the wavelet based algorithms apply a certain 
threshold to the coefficients which depends on the standard deviation of 
the noise. The most difficult task of these methods is the choice of the 
appropriate threshold. The literature is quite rich in wavelet thresholding 
algorithms, their essentially differences are the choice of the transform and 
the estimation of the threshold. This method is widely used for medical 
imaging. 

 
 
This work wants to deal with the second methodology (with variance 
stabilization transform) which is mostly used in depth. The basic algorithm to 



de-noise Poisson noised images following this methodology is shown in the 
next figure: 
 
 

Poisson noised 
image 

Poisson de- 
noised image 
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Figure 8: Poisson de-noising algorithm 

 
 
To analyze this methodology in detail we will introduce first the variance 
stabilization transforms and then the Gaussian filters. Finally we will compare 
different VST combined with the two best Gaussian filters by applying them 
to well known images 
 
 

1.3. VARIANCE STABILIZATION: 
 
The aim of the variance stabilization transforms is to convert certain 
distributions into distributions with constant known variance. It is very useful 
for Poisson distributions because its variance depends on the mean value and 
this makes difficult the task of the de-noising algorithms. 
 
J.H. Curtiss in his work (1943) gave the general conditions to find a function 
whose integral is the transform which can transform certain distributions of a 
random variable into a distribution with known constant variance. 
 
Given a random variable X with distribution function f(x), mean μ = E(X) and 
variance Var(X), Curtiss proved that it is possible to find a determinate 
function ψ(x) (or family of functions) under prescribed conditions that 

∫==
x

dxxxTZ )()( ψ  

where T(x) is a transformation for stabilizing the variance, Var(Z) ~ C. The 
function ψ(x) can also be chosen to make Z be normally distributed.  
 
The general idea to find the function ψ(x) is that T(x) must be able to be 
expanded into a Taylor series at the point x = μ.  
 



1.3.1. Variance stabilization transforms for Poisson distributions 
 
We want to particularize Curtiss theorems to the case of Poisson distributions. 
Then, at the beginning we have a random variable X whose mean μ = E(X) is a 
real variable within a certain range of possible values and whose standard 
deviation σX  = σ(μ) is a function of μ and is not an identical constant. We 
want to find a normally distributed function Z = T(X) such that both T(X) and 
σ2 T  are functional independent of μ in all its range of possible values. 
 
Following Curtiss we have: 
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Then, the first obvious solution is:  giving the well known square 
root transform: 

2
1

)( −
= xψ

xxT =)(  

The resulting limiting variance is 
4
12 ≈σ . 

 
his result is obtained assuming some approximations and, also, when we 

nscombe, in his work (1948) proposed a new family of transformations: 

T
apply it to real data (finite and discrete data) we give more approximations so 
ideality is lost. 
 
A
 

2
1

2
2

1

1 )()()( axaxxT +++=  

 
here a1  and a2  are real and non-negative. He proposed that the optimum w

solution for this class of transforms is found for: 
 

8
3

21 == aa  

 
So, the following transformation, which is the most popular one, is known as 

nscombe transform: A

8
32)( +⋅= xxT  
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The resulting limiting variance is 

When applying Anscombe transform, the deviation from the limiting variance 

12 ≈σ . 

that we can find is  

216 n
DLV 1

⋅
=  

 
where n is the other parameter of the distribution (such as time). When n  ∞ 
the variance value is ideal (σ2 = 1). DLV is the error that we assume when we 
apply Anscombe transform. 

very low values of n their transform perform 
maller error on the limiting variance than the Anscombe transform. Freeman 

 
Freeman and Tukey proposed in 1950 another variance stabilization 
transform based on the square root transform, and improved its results. They 
have demonstrated that for 
s
and Tukey transform is defined as: 
 

xxxT ++= 1)(  

 

12 ≈σThe resulting limiting variance is also . 

When applying this transform, the deviation from the limiting variance that 
e can find is:  w
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bscher proposed another transform from the same family of 
Anscombe transform, but he chose the parameters as follows: 
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In 1961, N.F. Lau
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So Laubscher transform is defined as: 
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12 ≈σThe resulting limiting variance is also . 

And its deviation from limiting variance is: 
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In the following figure we show the DLV 
 

for low values of n: 
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Anscombe Freeman&Tukey Laubscher
 

Figure 9: DLV values for Anscombe,Freeman&Tukey and Laubscher VST 
 
For the experiences section we have chosen the transforms: Square Root, 
Freeman & Tukey and Anscombe. Because the Square Root is the original one, 
and the other two perform better variance stabilization (as we can observe on 
the last figure). 
 
 
.3.2. Inverse the transforms: 

tion. Once we have a Gaussian filtered image, we have to 
vert the variance stabilization transform. In this section we will describe this 

tep. 

  

 
Figure 10: Poisson de-noising algorithm 

 

1
 
Following our algorithm to de-noise Poisson noised images, after transform 
the poissoned image we will apply a Gaussian filter, which will be described 
on the next sec
in
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All the transforms except Anscombe ave their direct inverse 
transforms; it means that we can find the inverse just by isolating the variable 
from the transform function.  
 
- Square Root

transform h
 

:  
 

Transform: xZ =       Inverse:  2ZI =  

 
 
Freeman&Tukey- :   

  
22
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Unbiased: Interpolation of computed 

values. 
 
 

 linearity of e transform. 
The adjusted inverse provides asymptotical unbiasedness for large intensity 

ity data this 
inverse also yields to a biased esti
 

. Mäkiato and A. Foi presented in 2009 the exact unbiased inverse for 
nscombe transform for low-intensity data. It is based on the linear 

M. Mäkiato and A. Foi) shows the 
bsolute value of the bias of the inverse transformation of Anscombe. 

The direct inverse is unbiased because of the non th

and is the typically used one in applications. But for low-intens
 mate. 

M
A
interpolation of a computed finite set of values. For large intensity they 
approximated the exact unbiased inverse to the adjusted one. 
 
Figure 11 (extracted from the work of 
a
 
In the experiences section we will implement the adjusted and the exact 
unbiased inverses of the Anscombe transform to show the differences in real 
applications. 
 



 
 

bias 
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Figure 11: Absolute value of the bias of Dire , Adjusted and Exact Unbiased inverses of 
Anscombe VST 

 
 
 

1.4. GAUSSIAN FILTERS 
 
The lite  of 
this work to deal with them in d er, we have done a research to 

nd the mostly used Gaussian filters for image de-noising nowadays. These 
re the N-L Means algorithm and the BM3D.  

In the experience sectio implement them in the 
lgorithm to de-noise Poisson noised images after variance stabilization 
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transforms. In this section we describe them and explain their methodology.  
 
 
1.4.1. Non-Local Means algorithm 

transforms. In this section we describe them and explain their methodology.  
 
 
1.4.1. Non-Local Means algorithm 
  
1.4.1.1. Description:1.4.1.1. Description: 
 
This method was created by A. Buades, B. Coll and J.M. Morel in 2005 and 
epresented a great robustness. It has been widely implemented and is 
onsidered and recognized as one of the best Gaussian de-noising algorithms. 

L-means, as most of the de-noising methods, is also based on de-noising by 
 considered as an extension of the Yaroslavsky filter 

eighbourhood filter) which estimates the intensity value of a pixel by 

etween pixels depends on the similarity of their square neighbourhoods not 

r
c
 
N
averaging. It can be
(N
averaging the gray level values of the pixels in a certain neighbourhood of 
value. The difference with NL-means yields to the different consideration of 
the neighbourhood. More specifically, NL-means considers that the similarity 
b
only on the values of the single pixels. 

T(x) 

Direct 

Adjusted 

Exact Unbiased 



 
The algorithm was developed based on the idea of the high redundancy of the 
natural images, it means that taking a small window of the image, we can find 
a lot of similar windows in the same image. The fact that such a self-similarity 
exists in images is a regularity assumption, actually more general and more 
accurate than most of the regularity assumptions considered for elder filters. 
It also generalizes a periodicity assumption of the image.  
 
Then, in a very general sense, we can define that the neighbourhood of the 
pixel “i” is a set of pixels “j” in the same image whose windows around them 
look like the window around the pixel “i”. In the following figures we show 
an example of how these similarity windows could be. 
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Figure 12: Example of similarity windows on Barbara and Lena images 

he NL-means is defined as follows: 

et v be the noisy image observation and x є Ω. The NL-means algorithm 
stimates the value of x from the average of the values of all the pixels, whose 
aussian neighbourhood looks like the neighbourhood of x, 
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where h acts as a filtering parameter, Ga  is a Gaussian kernel with standard 
deviation a and N(x) is the normalizing function: 
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On its discrete version the algorithm estimates the value of a pixel, NL(v)(i), 
from the weighted value of all the pixels of the image I: 



 

∑
∈

⋅=
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here the family of w s on the similarity of the pixels i and j. 

A neighbourhood Ni  of the pixel i can be defined as the squared window 
around this pixel. All the pixels of the image will have their own 

eighbourhood. The size of the windows can vary to better adapt the filter to 

     

w eights depend
The pixels with similar gray level neighbourhood will have larger weights in 
its value estimation. 
 

n
the requirements of the image. It will be fixed by the user and is one of the 
parameters of the NL-means filter. 
 

     
  i   
     
     

 

f 

f
 

Figure : Neighbou oo  example 
 
Knowing that, we can define the neighbourhood system on which NL-means 
is based; a neighbourhood system of a pixel i, NSi , is a set of similar 
neighbourhoods to the neighb u o d f  (Ni). The similarity between 

eighbourhoods depends on the similarity of their intensity gray-level vectors. 
hen, the pixels i and j will be considered similar if v(Ni) is similar to v(Nj). 

 
he next step now is to know how this similarity is measured. In order to 

the original image u. 

13 rh d

o rh o  o  i
n
T

T
compute the similarity between v(Ni) and v(Nj), NL-means algorithm 
computes a Gaussian weighted Euclidean distance: 
 

2
,2||)()(|| aNjvNiv −  

 
The next equation shows that the Euclidean distance preserves the order of 
similarity between pixels, it means, that the most similar pixels to i in the 
noisy image v are also the most similar pixels to i in 
 

22
,2

2
,2 2||)()(||||)()(|| σ⋅+−=− aa NjuNiuNjvNivE  
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Where σ is the noise variance. 

The algorithm will also give a certain weight to each quadratic distance and it 

2



is calculated as follows: 
 

2

2
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e
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jiw
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⋅=  

 
Where h is another parameter of the filter which controls the decay of the 
exponential function, so, the decay of the weights is a function of the 

uclidean distance. And Z(i) is the normalizing factor: 
 
E

∑
−

−
= 2

2
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)( h

NjvNiv a

eiZ  

 
As we can see, when the intensity gray-level vectors are similar their 
quadratic distance will be shorter and the weight associated will be higher. 

Finally, to summery all, the algorithm estimates the intensity of the pixels of 
the image as following steps: 
  

1. Associates a squared window to each pixel. 

3. Averages the intensity gray-level values with the determined 

 

2. Determinates the system neighbourhood considering the weights 
of the similar pixels. 

similar pixels. 
 
 
1.4.1.2. Implementation: 
 
In this work we have used the Matlab function “NLmeansfilter (input, t, f, h)” 

 
he user has three parameters to choice corresponding to the searching 
indow radius, the similarity window radius and the degree of filtering. We 

e to well understand this work: 

This parameter is not explained in the description of the algorithm 

le image to fast the 
algorithm. 

Using this window, the algorithm will look for similar 

implemented by the authors of the NL-means algorithm (see annex). 

T
w
will introduce them a littl
 

- Searching window radius (t):  
 

because it was created for computational facilities. The weak point of 
this algorithm is the time consumption, so the authors proposed to use 
this searching window instead of to use the who
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neighbourhoods of a pixel only inside this window instead of the 
whole image. The window must be big enough to find some similar 
pixels and small enough to reduce time consumption. 
 
Typical valu
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- 

 window or the 
creases with the 

ut also the time of computation. The user can 
hoose what is more interesting for him. 

- 

ameter controls the decay of 
e weights as a function of the quadratic distances. Next figure shows 

igure 14: Weights distribution depending on h parameter 

e can see that for the same Euclidean distance, if we increase the h 
alue, the corresponding weight value also increases as a consequence. 
o, smaller values of h will present deep filtering. 

ypical values:  10σ ≤ h ≤ 15σ, where σ is the standard deviation of the 
noise. 

 
Next f
could l
 

e:  7 or 9. 

eighbourhood of the pixels. The filter robustness in

 
 
Similarity window radius (f):  
 
This parameter will determine the size of the similarity
n
size of this window, b
c
 
Typical values:  3 
 
 
Degree of filtering (h):  
 
As it has been mentioned above, this par
th
this behaviour: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F

w(i,j) 

 
W
v
S
 
T

 

igure shows how the similarity window and the searching window 
ook like. 

2

2
,2||)()(||

h
NjvNiv a−  

w3 

w1 

w2 



 

.t f 

ixel i P

Figure 15: Example of similarity and searching windows around one pixel of an image 
 
 
 
 
1.4.2. BM3D Filter 
 
1.4.2.1.Description: 
 
The BM3D filter was developed by K. Dabov, A. Foi, V.Katkovnik and K. 

giazarian in 2007. It is superior to all state-of-the-art algorithms to de-noise 
aussian noise. 

his algorithm, like the NL-means, uses non-local image modelling, but the 
uency domain filters. The de-noising strategy is based on 

n enhanced sparse representation in transform domain. Basically it is 

ond one applies collaborative filtering. Finally, the third part 
eturns the filtered blocks to their positions. 

E
G
 
T
filter belongs to freq
a
performed with three different parts; the first one groups 2D image fragments, 
which are similar to a reference one, into 3D data arrays (enhancement of the 
sparsity). The sec
r
 
Before dealing with the details of the algorithm it is better to show the general 
idea of the functions. It is divided into two stages: Basic Estimation and Final 
Estimation. At the first stage the groups are pre-filtered, the results of this 
stage jointed with the noisy image are the inputs of the second stage which 
gives the final result. 
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Noisy Pre-filtered 

1) BASIC 
ESTIMATION

 
 
 
 

2) FINAL 
ESTIMATION

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 De-noised 
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Figure 16: Basic algorithm of BM3D 

he two stages are very similar and follow the same steps, the only significant 
ifference is that in the first one, noise is attenuated by hard-thresholding and 
 the second one Wiener filtering is applied using the energy spectrum of the 

asic estimation result. The steps of the corresponding stages are shown in the 
next figure: 
 

r sic structure of th l tep 
r

u

 r grouping is to divide the image into different fragments. 
his is made by defining a fixed size square spatial neighbourhood around 
ach pixel. Then the groups are implemented by block-matching which is a 

spatial locations to a reference one and then, stack them together 

 
T
d
in
b

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BASIC ESTIMATION 
1. Grouping. 
2. 3D transform application. 
3. Hard-thresholding. 
4. Inverse 3

FINAL ESTIMATION 
1. Grouping (based on BE result). 
2. 3D transform application. 
3. Wiener filtering (using BE result). 

D transform. 
5. Return estimated blocks to their 

position. 
6. Agg

4. Inverse 3D transform. 
5. Return estimated blocks to their 

position. 
6. Agregation gregation 

 
Afte  knowing the ba e a gorithm let’s explain each s
accu ately: 
Gro ping: 
 
The first step fo
T
e
method to find similar fragments (similar intensity gray-level vectors) located 
at different 
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y.  

 є GFi 

 has 
n NxNxM size: 

 

Figure 17: Example of a similarity group size 

here M is the maximum distance (M ≤ Th). 

imilarity measure: 

he distance or the similarity between fragments is measured with Euclidean 
distance, but there a first stage and the 
econd. 

 
erroneous grouping the authors have performed the 

following steps: 

transform to both fragments under measure 
and then hard-thresholding the obtained 
coefficients. 

tance The Euclidean distance is calculated between 
the spectral coefficients without inverting the 

in a 3D arra
 
The method measures the distances between fragments and the reference one, 
if this distance is smaller than a certain threshold the fragment will be stacked 
in the group. Let Fi be the spatial neighbourhood around pixel i (reference 
fragment) and Gfi is the similarity group of this fragment. Th is the threshold, 
then, the condition that the fragment Fj must achieve to belong to Gfi is: 
 

If distance (Fi, Fj) ≤ Th    Fj
 
A particularity of block-matching is that the groups are not necessarily 
disjointed, it means that one fragment can belong to more than one group. 
 
Next figure shows a schematic representation of a similarity group which
a

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
w
 
S
 
T

re some differences between the 
s

- Basic Estimation: 

To avoid 

 
1. Coarse filtering    Consisting of applying a normalized 2D linear 

 
2. Euclidean dis

transform. It is made like this for simplicity 
because the distances coincide in the spatial 

R
M

N 

N 
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he calculus is implemented as follows: 

domain. 

T
 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )21

2
222 ||''||
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FTYFTY jDiD
j

−
=  ,( FFD i

 
here Y’ is the hard-thresholding operator, T2D denotes the 

1  is the block (fragment) size 
 this first stage . 

 
- Final Estimation 

 
At this stage the Basic Estimation result or the pre-filtered image is 

So a normalized Euclidean distance is applied within the Basic 
lows: 

w
normalized  2D linear transform and N
in

used to find the groups coordinates and apply them to the noisy 
image, this will provide more accuracy for the similarity groups. 
 

Estimation as fol

( )
( )2

2

2||||
,

N

PFPF
PFPFD ji

ji =  

 

2−

PFi  and PFj  are pre-filtered fragments and N2  is the fragment 

tances and to a new threshold the new groups 
are defined. Using the coordinates of the groups in the noisy image, 
block-match is done in both images (noisy and pre-filtered). 

 
Collaborative filtering: 
 
The collaborative filtering is compounded of these three sub-steps: 
 

- 3
- F
- Inverse 3D transform 

his method was chosen based on the characteristics of natural images which 
racterized 

y inter-fragment correlation (between pixels of the same fragment) and 
lation (between corresponding pixels of different 

the same group). The 3D transform can take advantage of both 
s produce a sparse representation of the true 

ignal in the group. This sparsity makes the shrinkage very effective in 

Where 
size at this stage. 
According to these dis

D transform 
ilter 

 
T
have high redundancy and this suppose that the fragments are cha
b
intra-fragment corre
fragments of 
kinds of correlation and thu
s



attenuating the noise while preserving the features of the signal. 
 
When a group of X fragments is given, the collaborative filtering produces X 
estimates, one for each fragment of the group. Each fragment collaborates on 
the estimation of the others and each estimate can be different of the others. 
 
The basic difference between the two stages is the kind of filtering, 
hard-thresholding or Wiener. 
 

- Basic Estimation: 
At this stage the collaborative filtering is implemented as follows: 
 

( )( )( )iDDi GFTYTPFG 33=  

Where Y is the hard-thr

1−

eshold operator, T3D  is the 3D linear transform, 
GFi  is the group of fragments under processing and PFGi  is the 

 of fragments resulting from the collaborative 

The 3D transform is implemented in the algorithm as 2D transform 
across the matched fragments and then 1D transform along the third 

 
- inal Estimation 

 

pre-filtered group
filtering at this stage. 
 

dimension of the group. This is made to reduce the complexity and the 
time consumption. In this stage the 2D transform implemented is the 
Bi-orthogonal spline wavelet and the 1D is the Haar transform 

F
At this stage Wiener filtering is implemented. We know from the 
grouping section that here we have two kinds of groups; noisy ones 
and pre-filtered ones (resulting from the basic estimation). So, the last 
ones, after being 3D linearly transformed, are used to obtain the 
empirical Wiener shrinkage coefficients: 

( )
( ) 22

3

3

||
||
σ+

=
iD

iD
i PFGT

PFGT
Wc  

 
Then, collaborative Wiener filtering of the noisy groups is realized by 
multiplying element-by-element the 3D 

2

transform coefficients of the 
oisy fragments with the Wiener shrinkage coefficients: n

( )( )iDiDi GFTWcTFEG 3
1

3
−=  

 
here Wci  are the empirical Wiener shrinkage coefficients, T3D  is 3D W

linear transform, GFi  is the noisy group of fragments and FEGi  is the 
final estimation group. 
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Here, as at the basic estimation stage, the 3D transform is implemented 
with 2D transform across the matched fragments and then a 1D 

ansform along the third  the groups. But in this case the 

 
Aggregation: 
 
This st
comple
the gro
one fra e group, so, this fragment, will have 

e same number of estimations as a number of groups that it is a member. 
cy of the method depends on the grouping and also on the 

articular image. 

- Basic Estimation 

 

tr dimension of
2D transform applied is the Discrete Cosine transform (DCT). 1D 
transform is also Haar transform. 

ep is necessary because all the estimated fragments conform an over 
te representation of the true image. It is due to the fact that, in general, 
ups are not disjointed (as we have mentioned before). It means that 
gment can belong to more than on

th
The redundan
p
 
To compute the basic and the final estimation an aggregation is needed, it is 
performed by weighted averaging. The authors’ choice for the aggregation 
weights was ones that are inversely proportional to the total sample variance 
of the corresponding fragment estimates. So noisier fragments will have 
smaller weights. The weights are calculated as follows: 
 

 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
=

,1

,1
2

HTCBE Nw σ  

Where NHTC  is the number of non-zero coefficients after 

- Final Estimation 
 

hard-threshold. 
 

2
2|||| iWcσ

where Wci are t

2

1
FEw =  

  he Wiener filter coefficients. 
 

 1] interval, and in both cases we can notice that: 
if σ²  then weight 

 
Finally, a weighted averaging is computed and each fragment is returned to 
its position to compound the estimated image. 

if N HTC  ≥ 1 

otherwise 

Both weights belong to [0
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.4.2.21 . Implementation: 
 
In this work we have used th (1, z, sigma)” which is 
 reduced version of “BM3D(y, z, sigma, profile, print_to_screen)” 

his function does not give any degree of choice to the users. We place on z a 
ma the noise variance. The algorithm returns the 

e-noised image. 

[0 255]. 

considering the compromise between image quality and 
me consumption. 

orithm that permits to 
speed up it to reduce the complexity: 

 

 
- Fragment step (NSTEP ): 

f processed blocks or fragments. Instead of 

ls on the horizontal and vertical directions. 

  

 
 
 

Figure 18: Examp ragments separated N STEP  pixels 
 
 
Typical values: 6 for fastest version or 3 for normal one 

- Group maximum size (N2): 

e Matlab function “BM3D
a
implemented by the authors of the algorithm. 
 
T
noisy image and on sig
d
 
The only considerations to use this function is that the noisy image must be in 
the range [0 1], but sigma must be in the range 
 
On the other hand, the function code has some parameters that can be 
modified, but they have been well studied by the authors to provide the 
optimum results 
ti
 
These parameters perform certain restrictions to the alg

 
- Fragment size (N1xN1): 

The size of the fragments is fixed to N1xN1  to control all the other 
parameters. 

Typical value:  8x8. 

Reduce the number o
sliding the fragments pixel by pixel the algorithm implement a jump 
of NSTEP  pixe
 

N STEP 

 
 

 

Fragment 1 Fragment 2 

N  1

le of 2 f
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educe the complexity of grouping by restricting the size of the 
groups to N2

ypical values: 16 for fastest version and 32 for normal one. 
 

- Searching window (NsxNs): 
ty of grouping by restricting the search of 

l one. 

work we have used the normal speed 
parame
 

R
 fragments per group. 

 
T

Also reduce the complexi
similar fragments in a certain window NsxNs  around the current 
processed one. 
 
Typical values: 25 for the fastest version and 39 for the norma

 
For all the experiences in this 

ters of the BM3D algorithm. 



2.  2nd PART:      EXPERIENCES 
 
On the way to perform the methodology which best de-noise Poisson noise 
we will compare first the Gaussian filters and then the Variance Stability 
Transforms. 
 

2.1. GAUSSIAN FILTERS COMPARISON 
 
To compare the Gaussian filters we have implemented the following 
experiments; we have added white Gaussian noise to different well known 
images. We have observed the filter results for diverse standard deviation of 
the noise. We measure these results objectively by calculating the peak signal 
to noise ratio (PSNR) and the time consumption and subjectively by watching 
the image results. 
 
2.1.1. Conditions: 
 
The parameters chosen are the ones that produce better PSNR results of each 
algorithm. 
 
NLM: 

- Searching window radius (t)  = 7 
- Similarity window radius (f)  = 3 
- Filtering degree (h)    = sigma (σ) 

 
BM3D: 

- Fragment radius (N1 )   = 8 
- Fragment step (NSTEP )   = 3 
- Maximum group size (N2)  = 16 
- Searching window radius (Ns) = 39 

 
The experiments have been implemented on Matlab, the files can be found on 
Annex 4. 
 
The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) has been calculated as follows: 
 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
⋅=

MSE
MAX

PSNR i
2

10log10
 

 
where MAXi is the maximum possible intensity pixel value of the image. 
MSE is the mean squared error and is defined as: 
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×n refers to the size of the images I and K where I is the original one and K 

hen I and K are very similar the MSE will take small values and, as a 

.1.2. Results: 

 the following tables the PSNR (dB) results are shown for σ=15, 25 and 75. 

Table 1:PSNR values for σ=15 

m
is the filtered one. 
 
W
consequence, PSNR will take high values. According to this, higher PSNR 
means higher quality of the image. 
 
2
 
In
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σ = 15 Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 24.5951  24.6196  24.6084  24.6273  24.5984  24.5965  24.6052  24.6179  24.6220  

NLM 32.6820  26.1530  32.6189  30.9386  30.0914  30.1028  33.5050  30.0280  33.6702  

BM3D 33.0463  25.5898  32.8151  31.5593  30.3663  30.3868  34.4863  29.7317  33.9286  

 
Table 2:PSNR lues for σ=25 va
eppers Barbara Boat σ = 25 Lena Baboon P Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 20.1922  20.1771  20.1975  20.1866  20.1562  20.1827  20.1641  20.1809  20.1850  

NLM 29.5910  22.8006  29.9505  26.7446  26.5972  27.0793  30.5506  26.9925  29.8580  

BM3D 30.7334  22.6705  30.9162  28.5915  27.8223  28.3520  32.1803  27.0974  31.6654  

 
Table 3:PSNR lues for σ=75 va
eppers Barbara Boat σ = 75 Lena Baboon P Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 10.6217  10.6441  10.6551  10.6497  10.6424  10.6238  10.6347  10.6432  10.5912  

NLM 23.8433  19.5884  23.3982  21.3763  21.9428  23.7213  26.9525  19.9497  22.4531  

BM3D 25.3351  19.6940  24.8744  22.1169  22.7355  24.5507  27.8304  21.0354  24.2826  

 
he following table shows the averaged times of computation of the two 

Table 4:Computation time values of NLM and BM3D algorithms 

T
algorithms for 256x256 images and 512x512 images: 
 

TIMES 256x256 512x512 

NLM 57.937s 231.4535s 

BM3D 0.7655s 3.218s 
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2.1.3. Comments: 

at for low values of standard deviation of the noise the two 

ve that both algorithms have conserved 
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2.1.3. Comments: 

at for low values of standard deviation of the noise the two 

ve that both algorithms have conserved 

 
e can observe th

 
e can observe thWW

filters achieve very good results and are also very similar. Looking only the 
first table the results are not conclusive, although BM3D have better results 
for the majority of the images, the distances are very short and in the same 
images NLM has achieved better results, so, the difference between them will 
depend on the image characteristics. 
 
n the following image we can obser

filters achieve very good results and are also very similar. Looking only the 
first table the results are not conclusive, although BM3D have better results 
for the majority of the images, the distances are very short and in the same 
images NLM has achieved better results, so, the difference between them will 
depend on the image characteristics. 
 
n the following image we can obserII

very well the details and textures. 
 
very well the details and textures. 
 

 
a)      b)       c)     d) 

M result, d) BM3D 

bserving the other image in detail we can start to notice that NLM algorithm 

 

      
 C lls 512

of the noise) is increasing the differences 

Figure 19: Baboon 512x512 (σ = 15) a)Original image, b) Noisy image, c) NL
result. 
 
 
O
has a little tendency to blur the resulting image. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) NLM result    b) BM3D result 
Figure 20: Detail of e 512x  (σ = 15) 
 

s sigma (standard deviation A
between the algorithms become more remarkable. The blurring effect of the 
NLM makes BM3D better at texture and details preserving, as the following 
images show: 
 



 
a)      b)       c)     d) 

ult, d) BM3D result. Figure 21: Lena 512x512 (σ = 25). a) Original image, b) Noisy image, c) NLM res
 

 
a)      b)       c)     d) 

, c) NLM result, d) Figure 22: Lena detail 512x512 (σ = 25). a) Original image, b) Noisy image
BM3Dresult 
 

 
a)      b)       c)     d) 

M result, d) BM3D 

ll the other images can be found on Annex 1. 

.1.4. Conclusion: 

oth algorithms are based on non local image modelling which has achieved 

lthough BM3D has high complexity, its sophisticated implementation 

Figure 23: Baboon 512x512 (σ = 25) a)Original image, b) Noisy image, c) NL
result  
 
A
 
2
 
B
very good results for natural images. The basic difference between them is the 
way to estimate the resulting intensity value of each pixel; NLM calculates it 
by weighted averaging the intensity values of the corresponding similar 
pixels. BM3D calculates it in transform domain and in two stages: first hard 
thresholding and then Wiener filtering.  
 
A
achieves satisfactory consumption time, better than NLM. 
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he two steps based and the 3D transform of similarity groups permits high 

inally, as a definitive conclusion, we can say that BM3D performs better 

e expect for the next experiment, Poisson de-noising, that the best results 

 
T
accuracy in details and textures keeping. 
 
F
PSNR results, consuming less computation time and, in most of the cases, the 
perception of resulting images is better.  
 
W
will be achieved with one of the variance stability transforms and with the 
BM3D algorithm. 
 



2.2. VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS COMPARISON 
 
To compare the variance stability transforms introduced in the section 1.3., we 
have decided to implement them with the best Gaussian filter, which is the 
BM3D, and observe the results in the well known different images. 
 
In this part we also quantify the performances in terms of the normalized 
mean integrated square error (NMISE) per bin from the de-noised signals. It is 
defined as follows: 

( )

N
NMISE i

N

i
ii

λ

λλ∑
=

−

=

1

2)

 

is the estimated intensity and iλ  the original one. N is the total where 

pixel number. 

iλ
)

 
2.2.1. Conditions: 
 
The parameters chose for the BM3D are the same in the last experiment. 
We have focused the comparison on two different intensity ranges of the 
images: [0 25.5] and [0 2.55]. Both of them are low intensity ranges, because as 
we have mentioned, most of the Poisson noised images have very low 
intensity, it is more interesting to observe the VST behaviour for these ranges. 
 
2.2.2. Results: 
 
In the following tables the PSNR (dB) and the NMISE results are shown for 
the same well known images. 
 
Image intensity range [0 25.5] 
 

Table 5: PSNR values of VSTs for image intensity range [0 25.5] 
PSNR(dB) Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 17.1870 17.0066 17.3114 17.4358 17.0202 17.6309 21.7067 23.4470 22.7560 

Square 
Root 

20.1184 19.1880 20.1655 20.0630 19.8023 20.3657 24.0415 26.1895 25.7185 

Freeman 
& Tukey 

30.3693 23.7078 30.2213 28.6887 28.0388 28.3619 32.2976 34.0126 36.8183 

Asytc. 
Anscombe 

30.8551 23.8719 30.6437 29.0386 28.3356 28.7198 33.3265 34.3865 37.3585 

Exact 
Anscombe 

30.8550 23.8719 30.6442 29.0384 28.3358 28.7198 33.3329 34.3871 37.3586 
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Table 6: NMISE values of VSTs for image intensity range [0 25.5] 

NMISE Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 
Square 

Root 
0.5230 0.6217 0.5427 0.5623 0.5427 0.5478 0.6310 0.1451 0.1276 

Freeman 
& Tukey 

0.0567 0.2360 0.0629 0.0782 0.0871 0.0912 0.0879 0.0275 0.0109 

Asytc. 
Anscombe 

0.0531 0.2408 0.0597 0.0744 0.0863 0.0876 0.0568 0.0253 0.0100 

Exact 
Anscombe 

0.0531 0.2394 0.0592 0.0744 0.0858 0.0876 0.0559 0.0251 0.0100 

 
Image intensity range [0 2.55] 
 

Table 7: PSNR values of VSTs for image intensity range [0  2.55] 
PSNR(dB) Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 7.1520 6.9651 7.2800 7.3894 6.9720 7.6107 11.6359 13.4017 12.7581 

Square 
Root 

8.5719 8.3045 8.7177 8.8349 8.3557 9.0674 14.0632 14.8228 14.1580 

Freeman 
& Tukey 

18.1123 16.4461 18.2077 17.6817 17.6837 17.7645 20.4512 23.9268 24.0829 

Asytc. 
Anscombe 

24.3674 19.9507 24.0213 22.2899 22.8564 23.5960 22.7700 27.7723 30.1537 

Exact 
Anscombe 

25.0659 20.0675 25.0435 22.8951 23.3343 24.1189 28.3541 28.7738 30.6058 

 
Table 8: NMISE values of VSTs for image intensity range [0 2.55] 

NMISE Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 
Square 

Root 
0.7108 0.7308 0.6788 0.6901 0.6987 0.6968 0.4145 0.1535 0.1796 

Freeman 
& Tukey 

0.0866 0.1051 0.0885 0.0975 0.0868 0.1010 0.1139 0.0222 0.0195 

Asytc. 
Anscombe 

0.0282 0.0746 0.0536 0.0465 0.0459 0.0339 0.1826 0.0325 0.0058 

Exact 
Anscombe 

0.0191 0.0614 0.0237 0.0308 0.0286 0.0240 0.0190 0.0111 0.0045 

 
2.2.2. Comments 
 
The tables show that the VST which achieve best results is the Anscombe 
transform. For very low intensity, as we have expected, the exact unbiased 
inverse of the Anscombe transform performs highest values of PSNR and 
lowest values of NMISE. 



 
In the two first tables (Iє [0 25.5]) the difference between adjusted asymptotic 
inverse and the exact unbiased inverse is not clear, that is because the 
intensity is not low enough. As we have explained in the first part of the work, 
the exact unbiased inverse transform approximates to the adjusted asymptotic 
inverse one for large values of the intensity. 
 
The figures 24 and 25 are a part of the middle row of two images; they show 
the intensities of the original image and the VST intensity estimations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Cells image: Row 256, columns from pixel 1 to 200. Iє [0 2.55] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: Hill image: Row 256, columns from pixel 1 to 200. Iє [0  2.55] 
Figure 25: Hill image: Row 256, columns from pixel 1 to 200. Iє [0  2.55] 
 
The first one is a low frequency image and to de-noise it is easier than high 
frequency images like the second one. This is not due to the VST, but to the 
filter which have difficulties to find the differences between noise (usually 
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considered of higher frequency than the image) and some details or textures 
of the image. 
 
In both figures we can appreciate that the Square Root VST is the worst on 
stabilizing the variance and it makes the result with large fluctuations. 
Freeman and Tukey VST is biased, taking lower intensity values than the 
original image. Also the adjusted asymptotical inverse of Anscombe VST is 
biased as we have expected from the theory part. It is perceptible that the 
exact unbiased inverse performs the most similar results to the original image. 
 
An image example is shown on the figure 26. 
 

 
a)        b)          c) 

 
d)        e)          f) 
Figure 26: Hill image 512x512, Iє [0  25.5].a)Original image, b) Noisy image, c) Square Root result, 
d) Freeman&Tukey result, e) Adjusted inverse result, f) Exact Unbiased inverse result 
 
Just with the human view it is difficult to find differences between Freeman 
and Tukey VST and Anscombe VST with both inverses. However, it is easy to 
notice that Square Root VST is not a good choice. 
 
2.2.3. Conclusion 
 
Summering, the obtained results are those we were expecting. Regarding very 
low intensity range images Anscombe VST with exact unbiased inverse is the 
best choice to apply. 
 
We want to mention also that, after observing the biased results of the 
Freeman and Tukey VST, to try to develop an adjusted inverse for this 
transform could be an interesting work that could perform similar or better 
results as the Anscombe VST. 
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2.3. VERIFICATION 
 
This experience wants to verify that the best choice to de-noise Poisson noised 
images with low intensity range is the combination of the Anscombe VST 
with exact unbiased inverse and the Gaussian filter BM3D. 
 
We have implemented the NLM and the BM3D with both Anscombe inverses 
(adjusted and exact) to the same images in the intensity ranges [0  25.5] and 
[0  2.55]. In the following tables the PSNR (dB) and the NMISE results are 
shown. 
 
Image intensity range [0 25.5] 
 
Table 9: PSNR values for NLM and BM3D with Anscombe inverses. Image intensity range [0  25.5] 
PSNR(dB) Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

Noisy 17.1870 17.0066 17.3114 17.4358 17.0202 17.6309 21.7067 23.4470 22.7560 

NLM 

adjusted 
23.4729 21.1517 23.5941 23.1364 23.0448 23.5839 26.4039 29.7034 28.9086 

NLM 

exact 
23.4721 21.1512 23.5976 23.1382 23.0428 23.5831 26.4502 29.6949 28.9084 

BM3D 

adjusted 
30.8551 23.8719 30.6437 29.0386 28.3356 28.7198 33.3265 34.3865 37.3585 

BM3D 

exact 
30.8550 23.8719 30.6442 29.0384 28.3358 28.7198 33.3329 34.3871 37.3586 

 
 

Table 10: NMISE values for NLM and BM3D with Anscombe inverses. Image intensity range [0 25.5] 
NMISE Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

NLM 
adjusted 

0.2472 0.4123 0.2484 0.2740 0.2600 0.2645 0.3145 0.0623 0.0620 

NLM 
exact 

0.2473 0.4116 0.2473 0.2736 0.2604 0.2646 0.3035 0.0632 0.0620 

BM3D 
adjusted 

0.0531 0.2408 0.0597 0.0744 0.0863 0.0876 0.0568 0.0253 0.0100 

BM3D 
exact 

0.0531 0.2394 0.0592 0.0744 0.0858 0.0876 0.0559 0.0251 0.0100 
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Image intensity range [0 2.55] 
 
Table 11: PSNR values for NLM and BM3D with Anscombe inverses. Image intensity range [0 2.55] 

PSNR(dB) Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 
Noisy 7.1520  6.9651  7.2800  7.3894  6.9720  7.6107  11.6359  13.4017  12.7581  

NLM 
adjusted 

9.2592  8.5496  9.2683  9.1610  8.4459  9.2002  13.0456  14.9753  14.4429  

NLM 
exact 

8.7816  9.0218  9.7371  9.6388  8.8990  9.7184  13.6285  15.3744  14.8837  

BM3D 
adjusted 

24.3674  19.9507  24.0213  22.2899  22.8564  23.5960  22.7700  27.7723  30.1537  

BM3D 
exact 

25.0659  20.0675  25.0435  22.8951  23.3343  24.1189  28.3541  28.7738  30.6058  

 
Table 12: NMISE values for NLM and BM3D with Anscombe inverses. Image intensity range [0 2.55] 
NMISE Lena Baboon Peppers Barbara Boat Hill Cells C.man House 

NLM 
adjusted 

0.6151  0.7115  0.6204  0.6676  0.7103  0.6984  0.6525  0.1646  0.1717  

NLM 
exact 

0.6954  0.6370  0.5602  0.5901  0.6381  0.6118  0.6357  0.1592  0.1536  

BM3D 
adjusted 

0.0282  0.0746  0.0536  0.0465  0.0459  0.0339  0.1826  0.0325  0.0058  

BM3D 
exact 

0.0191  0.0614  0.0237  0.0308  0.0286  0.0240  0.0190  0.0111  0.0045  

 
The results are clear, as expected, the Anscombe VST with exact unbiased 
inverse combined with the Gaussian filter BM3D is the best choice, above all, 
when the images belong to low intensity range. 
 



2.4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD TO REAL POISSON 
NOISED IMAGES 

 
Finally, we want to try the algorithm, which performs the best state of the art 
on Poisson de-noising, on typical real Poisson noised images. 
 
Final algorithm: 
 
 Poisson de- 

noised image 
Poisson noised 

image  
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 Anscombe  
VST 

Exact Unbiased 
Inverse  

 
 
 

Gaussian 
transformed 

image 

Gaussian 
filtered 
 image 

 BM3D 
Filter  

 
 

Figure 27: Definitive Poisson de-noising algorithm 
 
The first three images are astronomical observation of the XMM-Newton 
telescope courtesy of Astrophysics Service (IRFU/SEDI-SAP) from Diderot 
University of Paris. 
 
 

   
    a) Noised image         b) De-noised image 

Figure 28: Astronomical observation 1 ( POISSIMG001_m12pn_mosaic) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

   
   a) Noised image         b) De-noised image 

Figure 29: Astronomical observation 2 (POISSIMG002_m12pn_mosaic) 
 

 

   
   a) Noised image         b) De-noised image 

Figure 30: Astronomical observation 3 (POISSIMG003_m12pn_mosaic) 
 
The following images belong to the second group of typical images polluted 
by Poisson noise; medical-biological images. Both come from confocal 
microscopes. 
 
 
Image from Image website (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/images/) 
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   a) Noised image         b) De-noised image 

Figure 31: Confocal microscope observation 1, (NucleiDAPIconfocal) 
 
Image courtesy of Evolutionary Biology Department of Ramón Llull 
University of Barcelona. 
 

   
   a) Noised image         b) De-noised image 

Figure 32: Confocal microscope observation 2, (20080123_yfp 01_z000_ch01) 
 

  
          a) Noised image   b) De-noised image 

Figure 33: Detail of Confocal microscope observation 2 
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3. CONCLUSION 
 
Poisson noise pollutes images in astronomical and biomedical fields where 
the intensity is very low. In this work it is verified that the best method to 
de-noise Poisson with variance stabilization transforms is to transform the 
Poisson data into Gaussian data with Anscombe transform, then apply the 
Gaussian filter BM3D and, finally, invert the transform with the new idea of 
M, Mäkiato and A. Foi ,the exact unbiased inverse. 
 
We want also to mention that Freeman and Tukey transform has also 
achieved very good results and to study how to perform a better inverse of 
the transform, and to correct the biased behaviour, could produce very 
interesting results and maybe improvements in the field of Poisson 
de-noising. 
 
With this work we have also realized that since the beginning of digital 
images the literature has been very rich in Gaussian de-noising algorithms, 
but very poor in Poisson. However, since the last five years more authors 
have focused their work on Poisson noise and very good improvements are 
achieved every year. The picture is very encouraging for the professionals of 
this field. 
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Annex 1:  Gaussian filters comparison - image results 
 
a) Original image 
b) Gaussian noised image 
c) NLM filtered image 
d) BM3D filtered image 
 
Lena 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Peppers 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cells 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Barbara 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
 
 



 

 

Boat 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Hill 512x512 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cameraman 256x256 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
House 256x256 (σ = 15) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Peppers 512x512 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 



 

 

Cells 512x512 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Barbara 512x512 (σ = 25) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Boat 512x512 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Hill 512x512 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cameraman 256x256 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
 



 

 

House 256x256 (σ = 25) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Lena 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Baboon 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Peppers 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cells 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 



 

 

Barbara 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Boat 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Hill 512x512 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cameraman 256x256 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
House 256x256 (σ = 75) 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d)



 

 

Annex 2:  VST comparison - image results 
 
a) Original image 
b) Poisson noised image 
c) Square Root result image 
d) Freeman & Tukey result image 
e) Anscombe (asymptotically inverse) 
f) Anscombe (exact unbiased inverse) 
 
Intensity range [0 25.5] 
Lena 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f)         
Baboon 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 
 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Cells 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Peppers 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 
 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Barbara 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Boat 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Cameraman 256x256 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f) 
House 256x256 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
 
Intensity range [0  2.55] 
 
Lena 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 

d)    e)              f) 
Baboon 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 

d)    e)              f) 
Cells 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 

d)    e)              f) 
Peppers 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Barbara 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 

d)    e)              f) 
Boat 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 

d)    e)              f) 
Hill 512x512 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f) 
Cameraman 256x256 

 
a)               b)             c) 



 

 

 
d)    e)              f) 
House 256x256 

 
a)               b)             c) 

 
d)    e)              f) 
 



 

 

Annex 3:  Verification - image results 
 
a)  NLM  - Anscombe adjusted inverse 
b) NLM - Anscombe exact unbiased inverse 
c) BM3D - Anscombe adjusted inverse 
d) BM3D - Anscombe exact unbiased inverse 
 
Intensity range [0 25.5] 
Lena 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Baboon 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cells 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Peppers 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
 



 

 

Barbara 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Boat 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Hill 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cameraman 256x256 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
House 256x256 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 



 

 

 
 
Intensity range [0  2.55] 
 
Lena 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Baboon 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cells 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Peppers 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Barbara 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Boat 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Hill 512x512 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
Cameraman 256x256 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 
House 256x256 

 
a)    b)            c)                  d) 



 

 

Annex 4:  Matlab files 
 
 
1. Non Local Means filter function 
 
2. BM3D function 
 
3. NLM – BM3D comparison script (512x512 size images) 
 
4. NLM – BM3D comparison script (256x256 size images) 
 
5. VST comparison script  (512x512 size images) 
 
6. VST comparison script  (256x256 size images) 
 
7. VST comparison – rows plotting script 
 
8. Verification script (Anscombe VST with NLM filter - 512x512 size 

images) 
 
9. Verification script (Anscombe VST with NLM filter - 256x256 size 

images) 
 
10. De-noising real Poisson noised images script 



NLMeans_filter.txt
function [output]=NLmeansfilter(input,t,f,h)
 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 %
 %  input: image to be filtered
 %  t: radius of search window
 %  f: radius of similarity window
 %  h: degree of filtering
 %
 %  Author: Jose Vicente Manjon Herrera & Antoni Buades
 %  Date: 09-03-2006
 %
 %  Implementation of the Non local filter proposed for A. Buades, B. Coll and J.M. Morel in
 %  "A non-local algorithm for image denoising"
 %
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

 % Size of the image
 [m n]=size(input);
 
 
 % Memory for the output
 Output=zeros(m,n);

 % Replicate the boundaries of the input image
 input2 = padarray(input,[f f],'symmetric');
 
 % Used kernel
 kernel = make_kernel(f);
 kernel = kernel / sum(sum(kernel));
 
 h=h*h;
 
 for i=1:m
 for j=1:n
                 
         i1 = i+ f;
         j1 = j+ f;
                
         W1= input2(i1-f:i1+f , j1-f:j1+f);
         
         wmax=0; 
         average=0;
         sweight=0;
         
         rmin = max(i1-t,f+1);
         rmax = min(i1+t,m+f);
         smin = max(j1-t,f+1);
         smax = min(j1+t,n+f);
         
         for r=rmin:1:rmax
         for s=smin:1:smax
                                               
                if(r==i1 && s==j1) continue; end;
                                
                W2= input2(r-f:r+f , s-f:s+f);                
                 
                d = sum(sum(kernel.*(W1-W2).*(W1-W2)));
                                               
                w=exp(-d/h);                 
                                 
                if w>wmax                
                    wmax=w;                   
                end
                
                sweight = sweight + w;
                average = average + w*input2(r,s);                                  
         end 
         end
             
        average = average + wmax*input2(i1,j1);
        sweight = sweight + wmax;
                   
        if sweight > 0
            output(i,j) = average / sweight;
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NLMeans_filter.txt
        else
            output(i,j) = input(i,j);
        end                
 end
 end
 
function [kernel] = make_kernel(f)              
% produce a gaussian type weighted matrix
kernel=zeros(2*f+1,2*f+1);   
for d=1:f    
  value= 1 / (2*d+1)^2 ;    
  for i=-d:d
  for j=-d:d
    kernel(f+1-i,f+1-j)= kernel(f+1-i,f+1-j) + value ;
  end
  end
end
kernel = kernel ./ f;
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BM3D.txt
function [PSNR, y_est] = BM3D(y, z, sigma, profile, print_to_screen)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%  BM3D is algorithm for attenuation of additive white Gaussian noise from 
%  grayscale images. This algorithm reproduces the results from the article:
%
%  [1] K. Dabov, A. Foi, V. Katkovnik, and K. Egiazarian, "Image denoising 
%   by sparse 3D transform-domain collaborative filtering," 
%   IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, December, 2006, in review,
%   preprint at http://www.cs.tut.fi/~foi/GCF-BM3D.
%
%  FUNCTION INTERFACE:
%
%  [PSNR, y_est] = BM3D(y, z, sigma, profile, print_to_screen)
%
%  ! The function can work without any of the input arguments, 
%   in which case, the internal default ones are used !
% 
%  BASIC USAGE EXAMPLES:
%
%     Case 1) Using the default parameters (i.e., image name, sigma, etc.)
% 
%      [PSNR, y_est] = BM3D;
% 
%     Case 2) Using an external noisy image:
%
%      % Read a grayscale image and scale its intensities in range [0,1]
%      y = im2double(imread('Cameraman256.png')); 
%      % Generate the same seed used in the experimental results of [1]
%      randn('seed', 0);
%      % Standard deviation of the noise --- corresponding to intensity 
%      %  range [0,255], despite that the input was scaled in [0,1]
%      sigma = 25;
%      % Add the AWGN with zero mean and standard deviation 'sigma'
%      z = y + (sigma/255)*randn(size(y));
%      % Denoise 'z'. The denoised image is 'y_est', and 'NA = 1' because 
%      %  the true image was not provided
%      [NA, y_est] = BM3D(1, z, sigma); 
%      % Compute the putput PSNR
%      PSNR = 10*log10(1/mean((y(:)-y_est(:)).^2))
%      % show the noisy image 'z' and the denoised 'y_est'
%      figure; imshow(z);   
%      figure; imshow(y_est);
% 
%     Case 3) If the original image y is provided as the first input 
%      argument, then some additional information is printed (PSNRs, 
%      figures, etc.). That is, "[NA, y_est] = BM3D(1, z, sigma);" in the
%      above code should be replaced with:
% 
%      [PSNR, y_est] = BM3D(y, z, sigma);
% 
% 
%  INPUT ARGUMENTS (OPTIONAL):
%
%     1) y (matrix M x N): Noise-free image (needed for computing PSNR),
%                           replace with the scalar 1 if not available.
%     2) z (matrix M x N): Noisy image (intensities in range [0,1] or [0,255])
%     3) sigma (double)  : Std. dev. of the noise (corresponding to intensities
%                          in range [0,255] even if the range of z is [0,1])
%     4) profile (char)  : 'np' --> Normal Profile 
%                          'lc' --> Fast Profile
%     5) print_to_screen : 0 --> do not print output information (and do 
%                                not plot figures)
%                          1 --> print information and plot figures
%
%  OUTPUTS:
%     1) PSNR (double)          : Output PSNR (dB), only if the original 
%                                 image is available, otherwise PSNR = 0                                   
           
%     2) y_est (matrix M x N): Final estimate (in the range [0,1])
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% Copyright © 2006 Tampere University of Technology. All rights reserved.
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BM3D.txt
% This work should only be used for nonprofit purposes.
%
% AUTHORS:
%     Kostadin Dabov, email: dabov _at_ cs.tut.fi
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% In case, a noisy image z is not provided, then use the filename 
%%%%  below to read an original image (might contain path also). Later, 
%%%%  artificial AWGN noise is added and this noisy image is processed 
%%%%  by the BM3D.
%%%%
image_name = [
%     'montage.png'
     'Cameraman256.png'
%     'boat.png'
%     'Lena512.png'
%     'house.png'
%     'barbara.png'
%     'peppers256.png'
%     'fingerprint.png'
%     'couple.png'
%     'hill.png'
%     'man.png'
    ];

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%  Quality/complexity trade-off profile selection
%%%%
%%%%  'np' --> Normal Profile (balanced quality)
%%%%  'lc' --> Low Complexity Profile (fast, lower quality)
%%%%
%%%%  'high' --> High Profile (high quality, not documented in [1])
%%%%
if (exist('profile') ~= 1)
    profile         = 'np'; %% default profile
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%  Specify the std. dev. of the corrupting noise
%%%%
if (exist('sigma') ~= 1),
    sigma               = 25; %% default standard deviation of the AWGN
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Following are the parameters for the Normal Profile.
%%%%

%%%% Select transforms ('dct', 'dst', 'hadamard', or anything that is listed by 'help wfilters'):
transform_2D_HT_name     = 'bior1.5'; %% transform used for the HT filt. of size N1 x N1
transform_2D_Wiener_name = 'dct';     %% transform used for the Wiener filt. of size N1_wiener x N1_wiener
transform_3rd_dim_name   = 'haar';    %% transform used in the 3-rd dim, the same for HT and Wiener filt.

%%%% Hard-thresholding (HT) parameters:
N1                  = 8;   %% N1 x N1 is the block size used for the hard-thresholding (HT) filtering
Nstep               = 3;   %% sliding step to process every next reference block
N2                  = 16;  %% maximum number of similar blocks (maximum size of the 3rd dimension of a 3D 
array)
Ns                  = 39;  %% length of the side of the search neighborhood for full-search block-matching 
(BM), must be odd
tau_match           = 3000;%% threshold for the block-distance (d-distance)
lambda_thr2D        = 0;   %% threshold parameter for the coarse initial denoising used in the d-distance 
measure
lambda_thr3D        = 2.7; %% threshold parameter for the hard-thresholding in 3D transform domain
beta                = 2.0; %% parameter of the 2D Kaiser window used in the reconstruction

%%%% Wiener filtering parameters:
N1_wiener           = 8;
Nstep_wiener        = 3;
N2_wiener           = 32;
Ns_wiener           = 39;
tau_match_wiener    = 400;
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beta_wiener         = 2.0;

%%%% Block-matching parameters:
stepFS              = 1;  %% step that forces to switch to full-search BM, "1" implies always full-search
smallLN             = 'not used in np'; %% if stepFS > 1, then this specifies the size of the small local 
search neighb.
stepFSW             = 1;
smallLNW            = 'not used in np';
thrToIncStep        = 8;  % if the number of non-zero coefficients after HT is less than thrToIncStep,
                          % than the sliding step to the next reference block is incresed to (nm1-1)

if strcmp(profile, 'lc') == 1,

    Nstep               = 6;
    Ns                  = 25;
    Nstep_wiener        = 5;
    N2_wiener           = 16;
    Ns_wiener           = 25;

    thrToIncStep        = 3;
    smallLN             = 3;
    stepFS              = 6*Nstep;
    smallLNW            = 2;
    stepFSW             = 5*Nstep_wiener;

end

if (strcmp(profile, 'vn') == 1) | (sigma > 40),

    transform_2D_HT_name = 'dct'; 
    
    N1                  = 12;
    Nstep               = 4;
 
    N1_wiener           = 11;
    Nstep_wiener        = 6;

    lambda_thr3D        = 2.8;
    lambda_thr2D        = 2.0;
    thrToIncStep        = 3;
    tau_match_wiener    = 3500;
    tau_match           = 5000;
    
    Ns_wiener           = 39;
    
end

decLevel = 0;        %% dec. levels of the dyadic wavelet 2D transform for blocks (0 means full 
decomposition, higher values decrease the dec. number)
thr_mask = ones(N1); %% N1xN1 mask of threshold scaling coeff. --- by default there is no scaling, however 
the use of different thresholds for different wavelet decompoistion subbands can be done with this matrix

if strcmp(profile, 'high') == 1, %% this profile is not documented in [1]
    
    decLevel     = 1; 
    Nstep        = 2;
    Nstep_wiener = 2;
    lambda_thr3D = 2.5;
    vMask = ones(N1,1); vMask((end/4+1):end/2)= 1.01; vMask((end/2+1):end) = 1.07; %% this allows to have 
different threhsolds for the finest and next-to-the-finest subbands
    thr_mask = vMask * vMask'; 
    beta         = 2.5;
    beta_wiener  = 1.5;
    
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Note: touch below this point only if you know what you are doing!
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Check whether to dump information to the screen or remain silent
dump_output_information = 1;
if (exist('print_to_screen') == 1) & (print_to_screen == 0),
    dump_output_information = 0;
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end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Create transform matrices, etc.
%%%%
[Tfor, Tinv]   = getTransfMatrix(N1, transform_2D_HT_name, decLevel);     %% get (normalized) forward and 
inverse transform matrices
[TforW, TinvW] = getTransfMatrix(N1_wiener, transform_2D_Wiener_name, 0); %% get (normalized) forward and 
inverse transform matrices

if (strcmp(transform_3rd_dim_name, 'haar') == 1) | (strcmp(transform_3rd_dim_name(end-2:end), '1.1') == 1),
    %%% If Haar is used in the 3-rd dimension, then a fast internal transform is used, thus no need to 
generate transform
    %%% matrices.
    hadper_trans_single_den         = {};
    inverse_hadper_trans_single_den = {};
else
    %%% Create transform matrices. The transforms are later applied by
    %%% matrix-vector multiplication for the 1D case.
    for hpow = 0:ceil(log2(max(N2,N2_wiener))),
        h = 2^hpow;
        [Tfor3rd, Tinv3rd]   = getTransfMatrix(h, transform_3rd_dim_name, 0);
        hadper_trans_single_den{h}         = single(Tfor3rd);
        inverse_hadper_trans_single_den{h} = single(Tinv3rd');
    end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% 2D Kaiser windows used in the aggregation of block-wise estimates
%%%%
if beta_wiener==2 & beta==2 & N1_wiener==8 & N1==8 % hardcode the window function so that the signal 
processing toolbox is not needed by default
    Wwin2D = [ 0.1924    0.2989    0.3846    0.4325    0.4325    0.3846    0.2989    0.1924;
        0.2989    0.4642    0.5974    0.6717    0.6717    0.5974    0.4642    0.2989;
        0.3846    0.5974    0.7688    0.8644    0.8644    0.7688    0.5974    0.3846;
        0.4325    0.6717    0.8644    0.9718    0.9718    0.8644    0.6717    0.4325;
        0.4325    0.6717    0.8644    0.9718    0.9718    0.8644    0.6717    0.4325;
        0.3846    0.5974    0.7688    0.8644    0.8644    0.7688    0.5974    0.3846;
        0.2989    0.4642    0.5974    0.6717    0.6717    0.5974    0.4642    0.2989;
        0.1924    0.2989    0.3846    0.4325    0.4325    0.3846    0.2989    0.1924];
    Wwin2D_wiener = Wwin2D;
else
    Wwin2D           = kaiser(N1, beta) * kaiser(N1, beta)'; % Kaiser window used in the aggregation of the
HT part
    Wwin2D_wiener    = kaiser(N1_wiener, beta_wiener) * kaiser(N1_wiener, beta_wiener)'; % Kaiser window 
used in the aggregation of the Wiener filt. part
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% If needed, read images, generate noise, or scale the images to the 
%%%% [0,1] interval
%%%%
if (exist('y') ~= 1) | (exist('z') ~= 1)
    y        = im2double(imread(image_name));  %% read a noise-free image and put in intensity range [0,1]
    randn('seed', 0);                          %% generate seed
    z        = y + (sigma/255)*randn(size(y)); %% create a noisy image
else  % external images
    
    image_name = 'External image';
    
    % convert z to double precision if needed
    z = double(z);
    
    % convert y to double precision if needed
    y = double(y);
    
    % if z's range is [0, 255], then convert to [0, 1]
    if (max(z(:)) > 10), % a naive check for intensity range
        z = z / 255;
    end
    
    % if y's range is [0, 255], then convert to [0, 1]
    if (max(y(:)) > 10), % a naive check for intensity range
        y = y / 255;
    end
end
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if (size(z,3) ~= 1) | (size(y,3) ~= 1),
    error('BM3D accepts only grayscale 2D images.');
end

% Check if the true image y is a valid one; if not, then we cannot compute PSNR, etc.
y_is_invalid_image = (length(size(z)) ~= length(size(y))) | (size(z,1) ~= size(y,1)) | (size(z,2) ~= 
size(y,2));
if (y_is_invalid_image),
    dump_output_information = 0;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Print image information to the screen
%%%%
if dump_output_information == 1,
    fprintf('Image: %s (%dx%d), sigma: %.1f\n', image_name, size(z,1), size(z,2), sigma);
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Step 1. Produce the basic estimate by HT filtering
%%%%
tic;
y_hat = bm3d_thr(z, hadper_trans_single_den, Nstep, N1, N2, lambda_thr2D,...
 lambda_thr3D, tau_match*N1*N1/(255*255), (Ns-1)/2, (sigma/255), thrToIncStep, single(Tfor), 
single(Tinv)', inverse_hadper_trans_single_den, single(thr_mask), Wwin2D, smallLN, stepFS );
estimate_elapsed_time = toc;

if dump_output_information == 1,
    PSNR_INITIAL_ESTIMATE = 10*log10(1/mean((y(:)-double(y_hat(:))).^2));
    fprintf('BASIC ESTIMATE, PSNR: %.2f dB\n', PSNR_INITIAL_ESTIMATE);
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Step 2. Produce the final estimate by Wiener filtering (using the 
%%%%  hard-thresholding initial estimate)
%%%%
tic;
y_est = bm3d_wiener(z, y_hat, hadper_trans_single_den, Nstep_wiener, N1_wiener, N2_wiener, ...
    'unused arg', tau_match_wiener*N1_wiener*N1_wiener/(255*255), (Ns_wiener-1)/2, (sigma/255), 'unused 
arg', single(TforW), single(TinvW)', inverse_hadper_trans_single_den, Wwin2D_wiener, smallLNW, stepFSW, 
single(ones(N1_wiener)) );
wiener_elapsed_time = toc;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%% Calculate the final estimate's PSNR, print it, and show the
%%%% denoised image next to the noisy one
%%%%
y_est = double(y_est);

PSNR = 0; %% Remains 0 if the true image y is not available
if (~y_is_invalid_image), % checks if y is a valid image
    PSNR = 10*log10(1/mean((y(:)-y_est(:)).^2)); % y is valid
end

if dump_output_information == 1,
    fprintf('FINAL ESTIMATE (total time: %.1f sec), PSNR: %.2f dB\n', ...
        wiener_elapsed_time + estimate_elapsed_time, PSNR);

    figure, imshow(z); title(sprintf('Noisy %s, PSNR: %.3f dB (sigma: %d)', ...
        image_name(1:end-4), 10*log10(1/mean((y(:)-z(:)).^2)), sigma));

    figure, imshow(y_est); title(sprintf('Denoised %s, PSNR: %.3f dB', ...
        image_name(1:end-4), PSNR));
    
end

return;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Some auxiliary functions 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [Tforward, Tinverse] = getTransfMatrix (N, transform_type, dec_levels)
%
% Create forward and inverse transform matrices, which allow for perfect
% reconstruction. The forward transform matrix is normalized so that the 
% l2-norm of each basis element is 1.
%
% [Tforward, Tinverse] = getTransfMatrix (N, transform_type, dec_levels)
%
%  INPUTS:
%
%   N               --> Size of the transform (for wavelets, must be 2^K)
%
%   transform_type  --> 'dct', 'dst', 'hadamard', or anything that is 
%                       listed by 'help wfilters' (bi-orthogonal wavelets)
%                       'DCrand' -- an orthonormal transform with a DC and all
%                       the other basis elements of random nature
%
%   dec_levels      --> If a wavelet transform is generated, this is the
%                       desired decomposition level. Must be in the
%                       range [0, log2(N)-1], where "0" implies
%                       full decomposition.
%
%  OUTPUTS:
%
%   Tforward        --> (N x N) Forward transform matrix
%
%   Tinverse        --> (N x N) Inverse transform matrix
%

if exist('dec_levels') ~= 1,
    dec_levels = 0;
end

if N == 1,
    Tforward = 1;
elseif strcmp(transform_type, 'hadamard') == 1,
    Tforward    = hadamard(N);
elseif (N == 8) & strcmp(transform_type, 'bior1.5')==1 % hardcoded transform so that the wavelet toolbox is
not needed to generate it
    Tforward =  [ 0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   
0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274;
       0.219417649252501   0.449283757993216   0.449283757993216   0.219417649252501  -0.219417649252501  
-0.449283757993216  -0.449283757993216  -0.219417649252501;
       0.569359398342846   0.402347308162278  -0.402347308162278  -0.569359398342846  -0.083506045090284   
0.083506045090284  -0.083506045090284   0.083506045090284;
      -0.083506045090284   0.083506045090284  -0.083506045090284   0.083506045090284   0.569359398342846   
0.402347308162278  -0.402347308162278  -0.569359398342846;
       0.707106781186547  -0.707106781186547                   0                   0                   0   
               0                   0                   0;
                       0                   0   0.707106781186547  -0.707106781186547                   0   
               0                   0                   0;
                       0                   0                   0                   0   0.707106781186547  
-0.707106781186547                   0                   0;
                       0                   0                   0                   0                   0   
               0   0.707106781186547  -0.707106781186547];   
elseif (N == 8) & strcmp(transform_type, 'dct')==1 % hardcoded transform so that the signal processing 
toolbox is not needed to generate it
    Tforward = [ 0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   
0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274;
       0.490392640201615   0.415734806151273   0.277785116509801   0.097545161008064  -0.097545161008064  
-0.277785116509801  -0.415734806151273  -0.490392640201615;
       0.461939766255643   0.191341716182545  -0.191341716182545  -0.461939766255643  -0.461939766255643  
-0.191341716182545   0.191341716182545   0.461939766255643;
       0.415734806151273  -0.097545161008064  -0.490392640201615  -0.277785116509801   0.277785116509801   
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0.490392640201615   0.097545161008064  -0.415734806151273;
       0.353553390593274  -0.353553390593274  -0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274  
-0.353553390593274  -0.353553390593274   0.353553390593274;
       0.277785116509801  -0.490392640201615   0.097545161008064   0.415734806151273  -0.415734806151273  
-0.097545161008064   0.490392640201615  -0.277785116509801;
       0.191341716182545  -0.461939766255643   0.461939766255643  -0.191341716182545  -0.191341716182545   
0.461939766255643  -0.461939766255643   0.191341716182545;
       0.097545161008064  -0.277785116509801   0.415734806151273  -0.490392640201615   0.490392640201615  
-0.415734806151273   0.277785116509801  -0.097545161008064];
elseif (N == 8) & strcmp(transform_type, 'dst')==1 % hardcoded transform so that the PDE toolbox is not 
needed to generate it
    Tforward = [ 0.161229841765317   0.303012985114696   0.408248290463863   0.464242826880013   
0.464242826880013   0.408248290463863   0.303012985114696   0.161229841765317;
       0.303012985114696   0.464242826880013   0.408248290463863   0.161229841765317  -0.161229841765317  
-0.408248290463863  -0.464242826880013  -0.303012985114696;
       0.408248290463863   0.408248290463863                   0  -0.408248290463863  -0.408248290463863   
               0   0.408248290463863   0.408248290463863;
       0.464242826880013   0.161229841765317  -0.408248290463863  -0.303012985114696   0.303012985114696   
0.408248290463863  -0.161229841765317  -0.464242826880013;
       0.464242826880013  -0.161229841765317  -0.408248290463863   0.303012985114696   0.303012985114696  
-0.408248290463863  -0.161229841765317   0.464242826880013;
       0.408248290463863  -0.408248290463863                   0   0.408248290463863  -0.408248290463863   
               0   0.408248290463863  -0.408248290463863;
       0.303012985114696  -0.464242826880013   0.408248290463863  -0.161229841765317  -0.161229841765317   
0.408248290463863  -0.464242826880013   0.303012985114696;
       0.161229841765317  -0.303012985114696   0.408248290463863  -0.464242826880013   0.464242826880013  
-0.408248290463863   0.303012985114696  -0.161229841765317];
elseif strcmp(transform_type, 'dct') == 1,
    Tforward    = dct(eye(N));
elseif strcmp(transform_type, 'dst') == 1,
    Tforward    = dst(eye(N));
elseif strcmp(transform_type, 'DCrand') == 1,
    x = randn(N); x(1:end,1) = 1; [Q,R] = qr(x); 
    if (Q(1) < 0), 
        Q = -Q; 
    end;
    Tforward = Q';
else %% a wavelet decomposition supported by 'wavedec'
    %%% Set periodic boundary conditions, to preserve bi-orthogonality
    dwtmode('per','nodisp');  
    
    Tforward = zeros(N,N);
    for i = 1:N
        Tforward(:,i)=wavedec(circshift([1 zeros(1,N-1)],[dec_levels i-1]), log2(N), transform_type);  %% 
construct transform matrix
    end
end

%%% Normalize the basis elements
Tforward = (Tforward' * diag(sqrt(1./sum(Tforward.^2,2))))'; 

%%% Compute the inverse transform matrix
Tinverse = inv(Tforward);

return;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   GAUSSIAN DE-NOISING WITH NLM AND BM3D                 %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUT  %%
%IRs = imread('Cameraman256.png');
IRs = imread('house.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image

%%  ADD NOISE  %%
sigma = 25;

NI = IRd + sigma*randn(size(IRd));

NI = double(NI);
max_NI = max(NI(:));
min_NI = min(NI(:));

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING  %%

%-- NLM FILTER  --%
tic
% Scale noised image into [0 255] range 
scale_factor = 256/(max_NI- min_NI);
NInlm = NI.*scale_factor;

% NLMeans input characteristics
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius

y_est = NLmeansfilter(NInlm,t,f,sigma);% filter function call

% Invert the scaling 
y_est = y_est./scale_factor;
time_NLM=toc

%%--  BM3D FILTER  --%%
tic
% Scale noised image into [0 1] range 
NI_bm3d=(NI-min_NI)/(max_NI-min_NI);

%% Set data range in [0.15,0.85], to avoid clipping of extreme values
scale_range=0.7;  
scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
NI_bm3d=NI_bm3d*scale_range+scale_shift;

[PSNR, y_est2] = BM3D(1, NI_bm3d, sigma);% filter function call

% Invert the scaling 
y_est2=(y_est2-scale_shift)/scale_range;
y_est2=y_est2*(max_NI-min_NI)+min_NI;

time_BM3D=toc

%%  OUTPUTS  %%
%  PSNR
PSNR_noisy =  10*log10(256*256*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-NI).^2))))
PSNR_NLM =    10*log10(256*256*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-y_est).^2))))
PSNR_BM3D =   10*log10(256*256*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-y_est2).^2))))

%  Plots
figure,
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IRd, []), title('Original image');
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Gaussian noised image');

figure,
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subplot(1,2,1), imshow(y_est, []), title('NLM filter result');
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(y_est2, []), title('BM3D filter result');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   GAUSSIAN DE-NOISING WITH NLM AND BM3D                 %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUT  %%
% color 512 images %
%I = imread('image_Baboon512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Lena512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Peppers512rgb.png');
%I = imread('FluorescentCells.jpg');
%IRs = rgb2gray(I); % gray image

% gray 512 images %
%IRs = imread(barbara.png');
%IRs = imread('boat.png');
IRs = imread('hill.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image

%%  ADD NOISE  %%
sigma = 25;

NI = NI = IRd + sigma*randn(size(IRd));

NI = double(NI);
max_NI = max(NI(:));
min_NI = min(NI(:));

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING  %%

%-- NLM FILTER  --%
tic
% Scale noised image into [0 255] range 
scale_factor = 256/(max_NI- min_NI);
NInlm = NI.*scale_factor;

% NLMeans input characteristics
t = 21; % searching window radius
f = 7;  % similarity window radius

y_est = NLmeansfilter(NInlm,t,f,sigma);% filter function call

% Invert the scaling 
y_est = y_est./scale_factor;

time_NLM=toc % computation time

%%--  BM3D FILTER  --%%
tic
% Scale noised image into [0 1] range 
NI_bm3d=(NI-min_NI)/(max_NI-min_NI);

% Set data range in [0.15,0.85], to avoid clipping of extreme values
scale_range=0.7;  
scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
NI_bm3d=NI_bm3d*scale_range+scale_shift;

y_est2 = BM3D(1, NI_bm3d,sigma);% filter function call

% Invert the scaling
y_est2=(y_est2-scale_shift)/scale_range;
y_est2=y_est2*(max_NI-min_NI)+min_NI;

time_BM3D=toc

%%  OUTPUTS  %%
%  PSNR
PSNR_noisy =  10*log10(512*512*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-NI).^2))))
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PSNR_NLM =    10*log10(512*512*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-y_est).^2))))
PSNR_BM3D =   10*log10(512*512*255*255/(sum(sum((IRd-y_est2).^2))))

%  Plots
figure,
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IRd, []), title('Original image');
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Gaussian noised image');

figure,
subplot(1,2,1), imshow(y_est, []), title('NLM filter result');
subplot(1,2,2), imshow(y_est2, []), title('BM3D filter result');

%% Auxiliar functions  %%
% Add the AWGN with zero mean and standard deviation 'sigma'
function [noised]=add_Gaussian_noise(Im,sigma)
noised = Im + sigma*randn(size(Im));
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VST_BM3D_256.txt
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   POISSON DE-NOISING WITH VST AND BM3D                  %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUT  %%
IRs = imread('Cameraman256.png');
%IRs = imread('house.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image
IR=(IRd/100); % scale image intensity

% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(IR));
square_root     = zeros(size(IR));
freeman_tukey   = zeros(size(IR));
[L H]           = size(IR); 
[l,h]           = size(IR);

% NLMeans input characteristics %
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% ADD NOISE %%

NI=poissrnd(IR);% add poisson random noise to scaled image
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end

    %--Square Root--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        square_root(i,j)=sqrt(NI(i,j));% apply SQUARE ROOT tranform to noised image
    end
    end 

    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        freeman_tukey(i,j)=(sqrt(NI(i,j)+(1))+sqrt(NI(i,j)));% apply Freeman&Tukey tranform to noised image
    end
    end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING

% Scale transformed images
    %--Anscombe--%
    maxanscomed=max(anscombed(:));   %first put data into [0,1] ...
    minanscombed=2*sqrt(0+3/8); 
    anscombed=(anscombed-minanscombed)/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);
    anscombed_sigma=1;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);

    scale_range=0.7;  % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
    anscombed=anscombed*scale_range+scale_shift;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Square Root--%
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    maxsquare_root=max(square_root(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minsquare_root=min(square_root(:)); 
    square_root=(square_root-minsquare_root)/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    square_root_sigma=0.25;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    square_root=square_root*scale_range+scale_shift;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    maxfreeman_tukey=max(freeman_tukey(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minfreeman_tukey=min(freeman_tukey(:)); 
    freeman_tukey=(freeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    freeman_tukey_sigma=1;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    freeman_tukey=freeman_tukey*scale_range+scale_shift;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma*scale_range;
 
% BM3D filter calls
   [p,  y_est]   = BM3D(1, anscombed, anscombed_sigma*255);
   [p2, y_est2]  = BM3D(1, square_root, square_root_sigma*255);
   [p3, y_est3]  = BM3D(1, freeman_tukey, freeman_tukey_sigma*255);
    
     
% Invert scaling back to the initial VST range
    y_est  = (y_est-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est  = y_est*(maxanscomed-minanscombed)+minanscombed;

    y_est2 = (y_est2-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est2 = y_est2*(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root)+minsquare_root;
    
    y_est3 = (y_est3-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est3 = y_est3*(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)+minfreeman_tukey;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORMS %%

%--Anscombe--%
    % Assyptotically
    inverse_anscombe=zeros(size(y_est));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverse_anscombe(i,j)=((((y_est(i,j))^2)/4)-1/8);% apply inverse transform to filtered image
    end
    end
    
    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
    
 %--Square Root--%    
    inverseSQ=zeros(size(y_est2));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseSQ(i,j)=(y_est2(i,j))^2;% apply inverse transform to wiener filtered  image
    end
    end
    
 %--Freeman&Tukey--%    
    inverseFT=zeros(size(y_est3));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseFT(i,j)=((((y_est3(i,j))^2)-(1))/(2*y_est3(i,j)))^2;% apply inverse transform to filtered 
image
    end
    end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%

% Normalized Mean Integrated Square Error (NMISE)
    NMISE1=0;NMISE2=0;
    NMISE3=0;NMISE4=0;
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    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
       NMISE1= (((inverse_anscombe(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE1;
       NMISE2= (((exact_inverse(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE2;
       NMISE3= (((inverseSQ(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE3;
       NMISE4= (((inverseFT(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE4;
    end
    end
    
    NMISE_inverse_anscombe  = NMISE1/(512*512)
    NMISE_exact_inverse     = NMISE2/(512*512)
    NMISE_inverseSQ         = NMISE3/(512*512)
    NMISE_inverseFT         = NMISE4/(512*512)

% Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
    PSNR_noisy =            10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-NI).^2))))
    PSNR_inverse_anscombe = 10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverse_anscombe).^2))))
    PSNR_exact_inverse =    10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-exact_inverse).^2))))
    PSNR_inverseSQ =        10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverseSQ).^2))))
    PSNR_inverseFT =        10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverseFT).^2))))

% Images
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IR, []), title('Original image');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Poisson noised image');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverse_anscombe, []);   title('VST: Assympt. Anscombe, FILTER: BM3D');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(exact_inverse, []);      title('VST: Exact inv. Anscombe, FILTER: BM3D');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverseSQ, []);   title('VST: Square Root, FILTER: BM3D');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(inverseFT, []);   title('VST: Freeman&Tukey, FILTER: BM3D');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   POISSON DE-NOISING WITH VST AND BM3D                  %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUTS  %%

% color 512 images %
I = imread('image_Baboon512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Lena512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Peppers512rgb.png');
%I = imread('FluorescentCells.jpg');
IRs = rgb2gray(I); % gray image

% gray 512 images %
%IRs = imread('barbara.png');
%IRs = imread('boat.png');
%IRs = imread('hill.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image
IR=(IRd/100)+0.01; % scale image intensity

% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(IR));
square_root     = zeros(size(IR));
freeman_tukey   = zeros(size(IR));
[L H]           = size(IR); 
[l,h]           = size(IR);

% NLMeans input characteristics %
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% ADD NOISE %%

NI=poissrnd(IR);% add poisson random noise to scaled image
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end

    %--Square Root--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        square_root(i,j)=sqrt(NI(i,j));% apply SQUARE ROOT tranform to noised image
    end
    end 

    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        freeman_tukey(i,j)=(sqrt(NI(i,j)+(1))+sqrt(NI(i,j)));% apply Freeman&Tukey tranform to noised image
    end
    end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING

% Scale transformed images
    %--Anscombe--%
    maxanscomed=max(anscombed(:));   %first put data into [0,1] ...
    minanscombed=2*sqrt(0+3/8); 
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    anscombed=(anscombed-minanscombed)/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);
    anscombed_sigma=1;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);

    scale_range=0.7;  % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
    anscombed=anscombed*scale_range+scale_shift;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Square Root--%
    maxsquare_root=max(square_root(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minsquare_root=min(square_root(:)); 
    square_root=(square_root-minsquare_root)/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    square_root_sigma=0.25;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    square_root=square_root*scale_range+scale_shift;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    maxfreeman_tukey=max(freeman_tukey(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minfreeman_tukey=min(freeman_tukey(:)); 
    freeman_tukey=(freeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    freeman_tukey_sigma=1;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    freeman_tukey=freeman_tukey*scale_range+scale_shift;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma*scale_range;
 
% BM3D filter calls
    [p,  y_est]    = BM3D(1, anscombed, anscombed_sigma*255);
    [p2, y_est2]  = BM3D(1, square_root, square_root_sigma*255);
    [p3, y_est3]  = BM3D(1, freeman_tukey, freeman_tukey_sigma*255);
    
     
% Invert scaling back to the initial VST range
    y_est  = (y_est-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est  = y_est*(maxanscomed-minanscombed)+minanscombed;

    y_est2 = (y_est2-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est2 = y_est2*(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root)+minsquare_root;
    
    y_est3 = (y_est3-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est3 = y_est3*(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)+minfreeman_tukey;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORMS %%

%--Anscombe--%
    % Assyptotically
    inverse_anscombe=zeros(size(y_est));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverse_anscombe(i,j)=((((y_est(i,j))^2)/4)-1/8);% apply inverse transform to filtered image
    end
    end
    
    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
    
 %--Square Root--%    
    inverseSQ=zeros(size(y_est2));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseSQ(i,j)=(y_est2(i,j))^2;% apply inverse transform to wiener filtered  image
    end
    end
    
 %--Freeman&Tukey--%    
    inverseFT=zeros(size(y_est3));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseFT(i,j)=((((y_est3(i,j))^2)-(1))/(2*y_est3(i,j)))^2;% apply inverse transform to filtered 
image
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    end
    end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%

% Normalized Mean Integrated Square Error (NMISE)
    NMISE1=0;NMISE2=0;
    NMISE3=0;NMISE4=0;

    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
       NMISE1= (((inverse_anscombe(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE1;
       NMISE2= (((exact_inverse(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE2;
       NMISE3= (((inverseSQ(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE3;
       NMISE4= (((inverseFT(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE4;
    end
    end
    
    NMISE_inverse_anscombe  = NMISE1/(512*512)
    NMISE_exact_inverse     = NMISE2/(512*512)
    NMISE_inverseSQ         = NMISE3/(512*512)
    NMISE_inverseFT         = NMISE4/(512*512)

% Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
    PSNR_noisy =            10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-NI).^2))))
    PSNR_inverse_anscombe = 10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverse_anscombe).^2))))
    PSNR_exact_inverse =    10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-exact_inverse).^2))))
    PSNR_inverseSQ =        10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverseSQ).^2))))
    PSNR_inverseFT =        10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverseFT).^2))))

% Images
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IR, []), title('Original image');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Poisson noised image');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverse_anscombe, []);   title('VST: Assympt. Anscombe, FILTER: BM3D');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(exact_inverse, []);      title('VST: Exact inv. Anscombe, FILTER: BM3D');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverseSQ, []);   title('VST: Square Root, FILTER: BM3D');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(inverseFT, []);   title('VST: Freeman&Tukey, FILTER: BM3D');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   POISSON DE-NOISING WITH VST AND BM3D                  %
%                     Graphic pcomparation of VST                         %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUTS  %%

% color 512 images %
%I = imread('image_Baboon512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Lena512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Peppers512rgb.png');
%I = imread('FluorescentCells.jpg');
%IRs = rgb2gray(I); % gray image

% gray 512 images %
%IRs = imread('barbara.png');
%IRs = imread('boat.png');
IRs = imread('hill.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image
IR=(IRd/100)+0.01; % scale image intensity

% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(IR));
square_root     = zeros(size(IR));
freeman_tukey   = zeros(size(IR));
[L H]           = size(IR); 
[l,h]           = size(IR);

% NLMeans input characteristics %
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% ADD NOISE %%

NI=poissrnd(IR);% add poisson random noise to scaled image
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end

    %--Square Root--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        square_root(i,j)=sqrt(NI(i,j));% apply SQUARE ROOT tranform to noised image
    end
    end 

    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        freeman_tukey(i,j)=(sqrt(NI(i,j)+(1))+sqrt(NI(i,j)));% apply Freeman&Tukey tranform to noised image
    end
    end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING

% Scale transformed images
    %--Anscombe--%
    maxanscomed=max(anscombed(:));   %first put data into [0,1] ...
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    minanscombed=2*sqrt(0+3/8); 
    anscombed=(anscombed-minanscombed)/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);
    anscombed_sigma=1;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);

    scale_range=0.7;  % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
    anscombed=anscombed*scale_range+scale_shift;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Square Root--%
    maxsquare_root=max(square_root(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minsquare_root=min(square_root(:)); 
    square_root=(square_root-minsquare_root)/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    square_root_sigma=0.25;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma/(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    square_root=square_root*scale_range+scale_shift;
    square_root_sigma=square_root_sigma*scale_range;
    
    %--Freeman&Tukey--%
    maxfreeman_tukey=max(freeman_tukey(:));   % first put data into [0,1] ...
    minfreeman_tukey=min(freeman_tukey(:)); 
    freeman_tukey=(freeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    freeman_tukey_sigma=1;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma/(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey);
    % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    freeman_tukey=freeman_tukey*scale_range+scale_shift;
    freeman_tukey_sigma=freeman_tukey_sigma*scale_range;
 
% BM3D filter calls
    [p,  y_est]    = BM3D(1, anscombed, anscombed_sigma*255);
    [p2, y_est2]  = BM3D(1, square_root, square_root_sigma*255);
    [p3, y_est3]  = BM3D(1, freeman_tukey, freeman_tukey_sigma*255);
    
     
% Invert scaling back to the initial VST range
    y_est  = (y_est-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est  = y_est*(maxanscomed-minanscombed)+minanscombed;

    y_est2 = (y_est2-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est2 = y_est2*(maxsquare_root-minsquare_root)+minsquare_root;
    
    y_est3 = (y_est3-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est3 = y_est3*(maxfreeman_tukey-minfreeman_tukey)+minfreeman_tukey;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORMS %%

%--Anscombe--%
    % Assyptotically
    inverse_anscombe=zeros(size(y_est));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverse_anscombe(i,j)=((((y_est(i,j))^2)/4)-1/8);% apply inverse transform to filtered image
    end
    end
    
    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
    
 %--Square Root--%    
    inverseSQ=zeros(size(y_est2));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseSQ(i,j)=(y_est2(i,j))^2;% apply inverse transform to wiener filtered  image
    end
    end
    
 %--Freeman&Tukey--%    
    inverseFT=zeros(size(y_est3));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverseFT(i,j)=((((y_est3(i,j))^2)-(1))/(2*y_est3(i,j)))^2;% apply inverse transform to filtered 
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image
    end
    end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%
max_IR      = max(IR(256,1:512));
max_exact   = max(exact_inverse(256,1:512));
max_ass     = max(inverse_anscombe(256,1:512));
max_SQ      = max(inverseSQ(256,1:512));
max_FT      = max(inverseFT(256,1:512));

max_ax = max_IR;
if (max_ax < max_exact)
    max_ax = max_exact;
end;
if (max_ax < max_ass)
    max_ax = max_ass;
end;
if (max_ax < max_SQ)
    max_ax = max_SQ;
end;
if (max_ax < max_FT)
    max_ax = max_FT;
end;

plot(IR(256,1:200),'k','LineWidth',2), hold on;
plot(exact_inverse(256,1:200),'b'), hold on;
plot(inverse_anscombe(256,1:200),'c'), hold on;
plot(inverseSQ(256,1:200),'g'), hold on;
plot(inverseFT(256,1:200),'m')

axis([1  200  0  max_ax]);
h=legend('Original','ext.Ans.','ass.Ans.','Sq.Root','F&T',-1);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                   POISSON DE-NOISING WITH VST AND NLM                   %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUT  %%
IRs = imread('Cameraman256.png');
%IRs = imread('house.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image
IR=(IRd/100); % scale image intensity

% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(IR));

[L H]           = size(IR); 
[l,h]           = size(IR);

% NLMeans input characteristics %
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% ADD NOISE %%

NI=poissrnd(IR);% add poisson random noise to scaled image
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING  %%

% Scale transformed images into [0 255] range 
    %--Anscombe--%
    max_transformed = max(anscombed(:));
    min_transformed = min(anscombed(:));
    scale_factor = 256/(max_transformed- min_transformed);
    anscombed = anscombed.*scale_factor;

   

% Non Local Means Filter calls
    y_est   = NLmeansfilter(anscombed,t,f,10);

% Invert the scaling 
    y_est  = y_est./scale_factor;
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORMS %%

%--Anscombe--%
    % Assyptotically
    inverse_anscombe=zeros(size(y_est));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverse_anscombe(i,j)=((((y_est(i,j))^2)/4)-1/8);% apply inverse transform to filtered image
    end
    end
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    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
    

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%

% Normalized Mean Integrated Square Error (NMISE)
    NMISE1=0;NMISE2=0;
    

    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
       NMISE1= (((inverse_anscombe(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE1;
       NMISE2= (((exact_inverse(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE2;

    end
    end
    
    NMISE_inverse_anscombe  = NMISE1/(512*512)
    NMISE_exact_inverse     = NMISE2/(512*512)
    

% Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
    PSNR_noisy =            10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-NI).^2))))
    PSNR_inverse_anscombe = 10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverse_anscombe).^2))))
    PSNR_exact_inverse =    10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-exact_inverse).^2))))
    

% Images
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IR, []), title('Original image');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Poisson noised image');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverse_anscombe, []),   title('VST: Assympt. Anscombe, FILTER: NLM');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(exact_inverse, []),      title('VST: Exact. Anscombe, FILTER: NLM');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%            POISSON DE-NOISING WITH  ANSCOMBE VST AND NLM                %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUTS  %%

% color 512 images %
%I = imread('image_Baboon512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Lena512rgb.png');
%I = imread('image_Peppers512rgb.png');
%I = imread('FluorescentCells.jpg');
%IRs = rgb2gray(I); % gray image

% gray 512 images %
%IRs = imread('barbara.png');
%IRs = imread('boat.png');
IRs = imread('hill.png');

IRd = double(IRs); % double gray image
IR=(IRd/100)+0.01; % scale image intensity

% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(IR));
[L H]           = size(IR); 
[l,h]           = size(IR);

% NLMeans input characteristics %
t = 7; % searching window radius
f = 3;  % similarity window radius
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% ADD NOISE %%

NI=poissrnd(IR);% add poisson random noise to scaled image
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORMS  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING  %%

% Scale transformed images into [0 255] range 
    %--Anscombe--%
    max_transformed = max(anscombed(:));
    min_transformed = min(anscombed(:));
    scale_factor = 256/(max_transformed- min_transformed);
    anscombed = anscombed.*scale_factor;

    
% Non Local Means Filter calls
    y_est   = NLmeansfilter(anscombed,t,f,10);

% Invert the scaling 
    y_est  = y_est./scale_factor;
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORMS %%

%--Anscombe--%
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    % Assyptotically
    inverse_anscombe=zeros(size(y_est));
    for i=1:l
    for j=1:h
        inverse_anscombe(i,j)=((((y_est(i,j))^2)/4)-1/8);% apply inverse transform to filtered image
    end
    end
    
    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
    
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%

% Normalized Mean Integrated Square Error (NMISE)
    NMISE1=0;NMISE2=0;
    
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
       NMISE1= (((inverse_anscombe(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE1;
       NMISE2= (((exact_inverse(i,j)-IR(i,j))^2)/IR(i,j))+NMISE2;
    end
    end
    
    NMISE_inverse_anscombe  = NMISE1/(512*512)
    NMISE_exact_inverse     = NMISE2/(512*512)

% Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
    PSNR_noisy =            10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-NI).^2))))
    PSNR_inverse_anscombe = 10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-inverse_anscombe).^2))))
    PSNR_exact_inverse =    10*log10(512*512*2.55*2.55/(sum(sum((IR-exact_inverse).^2))))
    
% Images
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(IR, []), title('Original image');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(NI, []), title('Poisson noised image');
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(inverse_anscombe, []),   title('VST: Assympt. Anscombe, FILTER: NLM');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(exact_inverse, []),      title('VST: Exact. Anscombe, FILTER: NLM');
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%              POISSON DE-NOISING WITH ANSCOMBE VST AND BM3D              %
%               Implemention on real Poisson noised images                %
%                                                                         %
%  PFC:     Poisson de-noising with variance stability transforms         %
%  Author:  Marina Cantero Lazaro                                         %
%  Date:    December 2009                                                 %
%  Lanzhou University                                                     %   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear all;

%% INPUTS  %%
    %-- Astronomical data--%
    %NI = fitsread('POISSIMG001_m12pn_mosaic.fits');
    %NI = fitsread('POISSIMG002_m12pn_mosaic.fits');
    %NI = fitsread('POISSIMG003_m12pn_mosaic.fits');

    %-- Bio-medical data --%
    %NI = imread('NucleiDAPIconfocal.png');
    NI = imread('20080123_yfp 01_z000_ch01.tif');
   

    
% Initializing VST variables %
anscombed       = zeros(size(NI));
[L H]           = size(NI); 
NI=double(NI);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% VARIANCE STABILITY TRANSFORM  %%

    %--Anscombe--%
    for i=1:L
    for j=1:H
        anscombed(i,j)=2*sqrt(NI(i,j)+3/8);% apply anscombe tranform to noised image
    end
    end
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% GAUSSIAN FILTERING

% Scale transformed images
    %--Anscombe--%
    maxanscomed=max(anscombed(:));   %first put data into [0,1] ...
    minanscombed=2*sqrt(0+3/8); 
    anscombed=(anscombed-minanscombed)/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);
    anscombed_sigma=1;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma/(maxanscomed-minanscombed);

    scale_range=0.7;  % then set data range in [0.15,0.85]
    scale_shift=(1-scale_range)/2;
    anscombed=anscombed*scale_range+scale_shift;
    anscombed_sigma=anscombed_sigma*scale_range;
    
   
 
% BM3D filter calls
    [p,  y_est]    = BM3D(1, anscombed, anscombed_sigma*255);
     
     
% Invert scaling back to the initial VST range
    y_est  = (y_est-scale_shift)/scale_range;
    y_est  = y_est*(maxanscomed-minanscombed)+minanscombed;
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% INVERSE TRANFORM %%

%--Anscombe--%
      
    %Exact unbiased
    exact_inverse = Anscombe_inverse_exact_unbiased(y_est);
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%

%% SHOWING THE RESULTS %%

% Images
figure,
    subplot(1,2,1), imshow(NI,[ ]), title('Original image');
    subplot(1,2,2), imshow(exact_inverse,[ ]); title('VST: Exact inv. Anscombe, FILTER: BM3D');
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